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LOCAL

Annexation:

Ledger wins
state awards
The Murray Ledger & Times
won several awards in the Kentucky Press Association's Better Newspaper Contest.
The awards were: first place
.— editorial page, local news
pictures; second place — business page/section, original ad
idea; third place — local feature pictures; and honorable
mention — local sports
pictures.

STATE

Sloane's wife
faces lawsuit
over clothing
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The wife of a former Louisville
political figure says a clothing
store suing her for $194,180 in
unpaid bills gave her the designer clothes.
Kathy Sloane, the wife of former Louisville mayor and Jefferson County judge-executive
Harvey Sloane, said Hytken's
of Louisville frequently sent her
outfits "unsolicited by me ... apparently for me to wear to specific events or functions as the
wife of a well-known political
figure."
Hytken's, which closed its
doors in 1993, filed suit in
March in U.S. District Court in
Louisville claiming Sloane had
not paid for purchases from
1978 to 1991, when she and
her husband moved from
Louisville.
Sloane's 33-page bill, which
is appended to the suit, lists
more than 350 items, including
more than 100 dresses and 45
designer suits. It shows that
she made $63,313 in payments
over the years, but none since
she left Louisville.
Sloane asked the court that
the suit be dropped on the
grounds that the fie-year statute of limitations has expired.
That June 11 motton, filed by
Sloane's lawyer, A. Thomas
Johnson of Louisville, notes the
last activity in her account was
in 1991.
Sloane, who lives in New
York and now works at a realestate firm, declined comment,
referring questions to Johnson,
who didn't return phone calls.
In a document filed with her
motion, however, Sloane said
that Sidney Hytken, one of the
store's owners who now is
dead, "wanted me to be seen
in clothes" from the store.
"In 1989, when I brought up
the issue of any debt owed to
Hytken's, he told me that he
believed that by wearing Hytken's clothing I was endorsing
his apparel," Sloane said.
Sloane also said she was
never given any statement or
bill and that any payments she
made during the 1980s "I paid
i
on my own."

WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy and
muggy. A 30 percent chance
of thunderstorms. Low in the
lower 70s. Light south wind.
Tuesday...Partly
sunny...Hot and humid. A 30
percent chance of afternoon
thunderstorms. High 90 to 95.
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Court accepts waivers
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Calloway Circuit Judge Dennis
R. Foust ruled Monday that the
consent to annexation forms
signed by residents in an area
proposed for annexation by the
City of Murray are valid — and
the city is within its rights to
challenge the signatures on a petition opposing an annexation
attempt.
The ruling means the city is
permitted to strike names of those
who had signed a consent to annexation form when they signed
up for city water and sewage
service.
The City of Murray passed an
intent to annex ordinance in October. Under Kentucky law, opponents have 60 days to collect
signatures from 50 percent of the
real property owners and/or 50
percent of the registered voters to
place the matter on the ballot,
where 55 percent of resident voters must reject the annexation.
In December, Calloway County
Clerk Ray Coursey Jr., who is

named as a defendant in the lawsuit, accepted the petition from
the opponents of the measure and
notified Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry on Jan. 5 that enough voters and property owners in the affected area had signed the
petition.
On Feb. 26, the Murray City
Council approved on second
reading an ordinance of annexation for the area southwest and
west of Murray, effective July 1,
by an 8-4 vote.
In a lawsuit filed in Calloway
Circuit Court, 37 property owners
in the area argued that a petition
submitted to Cherry and Calloway County Clerk Ray Coursey
Jr. was valid.
Cherry, in addressing the council on Feb. 12., said the city had
determined there were 986 property owners in the annexation
area. A petition had 781 signatures, but the city of Murray determined that 377 of the signatures were not "qualified signatures," because the person did not
own property in the proposed an-

nexation area, the signature did
not appear to be the signature of
the person, or the person had previously signed a waiver.
Cherry said, once signatures
were struck, the petition contained only 41 percent of property owners and 44 percent of registered voters.
A group of property owners
then filed suit in Calloway Circuit Court and asked Foust last
month to declare the waivers
invalid.
The property owners contended
that there is a difference between
"consenting to annexation and
signing a petition to remonstrate
on the issue of annexation."
But Foust, in a three-page order, rejected that argument.
"Plantiffs take the position that
while they have waived the ability to consent to annexation, they
have not waived their right to
sign a petitiow\which would en- sure that annexation was voted on
by the electorate," the order said.
See Page 2
DAVID BLACKBURN/Ledger & Times photo

MPD alters shifts
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer

day; 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. MonThe new schedule also elimiday through Friday; and before nates the down time during shift
If there seems to be more po- and after the start of school when changeovers and reduces the
lice officers around on weekend classes are in session, Smith said. amount of overtime pay, he said.
"That's just considering
The department, with three officnights or during the afternoon
traffic," he said.
ers in the National Guard and one
drive time, there's a reason.
Strategically placed schedules
in the Army Reserves, also has
The Murray Police Department
a
can
allow
shift
to
have
as
many
more flexibility, he added.
havis in its second full week of
The new schedule's four-day
ing officers work 10-hour shifts, as eight officers on the roads or
on
the
sidewalks
for
one
boosts morale among
or
two
workweek
a move designed to have an overhours.
officers
and
means one less day
lap of officers during its busiest
time periods.
"That's one of the advantages of child care to pay for, Smith
Chief David Smith said the al- of a 10-hour shift: You have an said.
"They seem to like it very
ternative schedule — a 60-day overlap (and) can do more than
well, so far," he said, noting that
trial run that began June 12 — just patrol functions," Smith said.
the idea for the new schedule was
probably will be fine-tuned soon "You can have people on foot
suggested by some officers about
"to provide the coverage we want patrol for a couple of hours in
a year ago.
during the times we want," he problem areas.
One other benefit to the new
said.
"Right now, anything special
The peak hours usually are 9 takes away from what we can
p.m. to 1 a.m. Friday and Satur- do," he added.
• See Page 2
ti•

A LOOK BACK: A two-cylinder 1912 Maxwell Messenger draws the
attention of a visitor to the Murray Kiwanis/WKYQ Car and Truck
Show Saturday at the Calloway County Middle School.

Loophole returns
driver's licenses
how their DUI case is resolved.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
When the son of a Kentucky
Suspected drunken drivers who
refuse to take a breath test rou- Transportation Cabinet official
pleaded guilty to a reduced
tinely escape without having their
charge last month in a drunkendriver's license suspended in
Kentucky, despite a state law that driving case that allegedly was
fixed, he was given his license
seems to require it.
back, even though he'd refused to
And the automatic six-month
suspension is anything but take a breath test.
automatic.
Prosecutors and judges across
Kentucky law appears to re- the state are letting drivers who
quire that drivers who decline the refuse the test get their licenses
test have their license suspended
for six months — regardless of • See Page 2

Survey
disturbs
lawmakers
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Several Kentucky lawmakers are
irked by the release of a new
survey that ranks the performance
of legislators.
And they say many of their
colleagues aren't thrilled about it
either.
"I just think there's a better
way to spend public dollars than
to have a popularity poll," said
House Speaker Pro Tem Larry
Clark, a Louisville Democrat.
The University of Louisville
Foundation supplies about
$100,000 a year to the Kentucky
Center for Public Issues, which
conducts the survey.
Clark ranked 46th of 100
House members in overall performance. He said a handful of legislators have complained about the
survey, but would not say exactly
how many or just who had
complained.
Clark said the primary complaint is that too few people participate in the survey.
The survey was sent to all legislators, journalists who cover the
legislature and all 630 registered
lobbyists. All were asked to rate
each legislator's performance
during this year's session in three
categories: legislative skill, conscientiousness and credibility.
Clark said most legislators
think too few people — 46 of
MI

See Page
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Talks
increase
awareness
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BLOOMING INTO SUMMER: Hydrangeas have taken advantage of the warmth and wet weather to
pop out of their slumber the last couple of weeks In Calloway County. Hot and humid conditions will
predominate for the next few days.

Court divided on ruling
By RICHARD CARELLI
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
nation's school districts cannot
be held responsible when teachers sexually harass or abuse students if administrators did not
know about the misconduct, a
deeply divided Supreme Court
ruled today in interpreting a key
anti-bias law.

The sweeping ruling, based on
a 1972 law best known for bolstering women's sports, makes it
far more difficult for harassed
students to hold a wayward
teacher's supervisors accountable
and therefore collect more money
in damages.
By a 5-4 vote, the court killed
a sexual-harassment lawsuit
against a Texas public school dis-

trict over a teacher's sexual relationship with a ninth-grade
student.
"Damages may not be recovered ... unless an official of the
school district who at a minimum
has authority to institute corrective measures on the district's behalf has actual notice of, and is
Mt See Page 2

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) The tobacco talks of the past year
have put the circumstances of tobacco farmers in the spotlight and
renewed awareness in Kentucky
of the changing way of life for
growers and their communities,
observers say.
"No matter what happened,
there have been more people talking about what tobacco farmers
do, learning more about what's
happening with small-scale agriculture, than ever before," said
Karen Armstrong Cummings,
who heads the Commodity Growers Cooperative in Lexington.
The announcement a year ago
that 40 state attorneys general
had struck a $368 billion deal
that promised to bring Big Tobacco to its knees gave new
urgency to efforts to help growers
reduce their dependency on
tobacco.
Billions were on the table, and
farm leaders were confident a
slice of it would go to tobacco
farmers.
"The big pot of money obviously stimulates a lot of this conversation," said Hal Hamilton,
who heads the Center for Sustainable Systems in Berea and who
has been closely involved in the
past year's talks about how to
wean rural economies from tobacco. "People thought if they
•See Page 2
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•Loophole...

III Ruling...

driver going the wrong way on
Interstate 71 killed 27 people.
In the Jefferson County case
that prosecutors say was fixed,
Harry Hupp, a principal assistant
in the Transportation Cabinet,
and two others are charged with
conspiring to bribe West Buechel
police officer John Rucker to fix
a DUI case involving Hupp's son,
Kevin. The three have pleaded innocent; Kevin Hupp was not indicted in the bribery case.
Rucker pulled Kevin Hupp
over March 21 after he saw Hupp
driving erratically, according to
court records. Hupp agreed to
take a breath test, which showed
his blood-alcohol level to be
0.187 percent, above the legal
limit of 0.10 percent.
He has been convicted of
drunken driving three times in the
past.

FROM PAGE 1
back much sooner, sometimes in
a matter of weeks. And they say
their interpretation of the law is
correct.
"It's not a black and white
thing, though you would think it
would be," said Rich Schulten,
the chief prosecutor in Jefferson
District Court. "That's what you
would call a loophole, I guess."
The rationale for suspending
the license of a dnver who refuses to allow his alcohol level to
be tested is simple: If drivers
could refuse the test with impunity, many would — and police
and prosecutors would lose their
best evidence.
But there are thousands fewer
licenses being suspended now in
Kentucky than there were seven
years ago, when the legislature
supposedly toughened Kentucky's drunken-driving laws in
response to the bus crash in Carroll County, in which a drunken

NI Waivers...
FROM PAGE 1
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"With this position, the Court
disagrees. Common sense dictates
that when a person consents to allow something to happen, they
would not subsequently fight the
effort to see that action
completed."
Foust's ruling does not settle
the case. Attorneys from both
sides were scheduled to appear in
court Monday afternoon.
In addition to complaints about
names struck by the city over
waivers, the property owners
claim the city struck other names
with no valid reason.
They also claim that Coursey,
not the city, determines if the
petition is valid.
The city disputes both those
claims.
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FROM PAGE 1
deliberately indifferent to, the
teacher's misconduct," Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor wrote for
the court.
She said the ruling does not affect any right a harassed student
has to recover monetary damages
from the guilty teacher, or against
a school district under some state
law.
The court also held out the
possibility that a much-invoked
federal civil rights law might be
used to hold school districts accountable for such teacher
misconduct.

AROUND THE STATE
"The number of reported cases
involving sexual harassment of
students in schools confirms that
harassment unfortunately is an all
too common aspect of the educational experience," O'Connor
wrote. "No one questions that a
student suffers extraordinary
harm when subjected to sexual
harassment and abuse by a
teacher, and that the teacher's
conduct is reprehensible and
undermines the basic purposes of
the educational system."
But she said such misconduct
cannot be attributable to a school
district that did not know about
it.

•Talks...
FROM PAGE 1
were part of the circle, they
might get some."
The money helped enliven the
debate in Kentucky. But it also
made last week's news that the
U.S. Senate was shelving the deal
tough to take.
For some growers, planning for
the future went only as far as calculating what their tobacco allotment would be worth if Congress
approved a proposed

MPD...
FROM PAGE 1
schedule is that it helps the department overome what Smith
said was a lack of manpower.
"We're down below recommended staffing figures," Smith
said.
Based on Murray's population
of 15,000 or so, which is higher
during Murray State University's
nine-month school year, the police department should have 371/2
officers, Smith said.
The department now has 29, he
said.
"If this annexation goes
through, we'll be hiring three officers immediately," Smith said.
That would also mean more
equipment, such as patrol cars, he
added.

Pick 3:
4-0-4
Pick 4:
6-5-3-0
Lotto:
1-4-7-10-11-18

302 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-5842

$8-per-pound quota buyout.
"I think any time you make
out a deposit slip without the money, you're in trouble," said Rod
Kuegel, president of the
Lexington-based Burley Tobacco
Growers
Cooperative
Association.
For the past 12 months, Kuegel
was at the forefront of the grower
talks. In a suit and cowboy boots,
he testified before agriculture
committees in Washington and
met with White House advisers
hashing out the details of
tobacco-control legislation.
Last week, Kuegel was at
home, surveying this year's burley crop on his Daviess County
farm.
"I've got blue mold in every
field of tobacco I've got."
With a tired laugh he added,
"I've got time to spray now."
Kuegel said the past year was
notable for the progress some
farm groups made in forging new
alliances with public health
groups — helping each side better understand the other's
position.
Scott Bailin, an anti-smoking
lobbyist who has worked closely
for more than a year with farm
groups, said the progress was important far beyond the context of
national tobacco legislation.
"The problem doesn't go away
with the death of this legislation," Ballin said. "We can say,
'The (tobacco) program's safe —
we don't have to worry about it.'
And the health groups can go
back to beating up on the industry and see where that gets us.
But that's not going to solve the
problem long-term."
Farm leaders know well that
last week's Senate action did not
end the tobacco wars. But they
said the past year may have prepared them to move ahead in the
fight.
"We just have to plan on keep
on keeping on," Kuegel said.
"That's the way it's always been
in tobacco."
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LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Relatives of a wealthy Louisville woman who left the earnings of her estate to charity have filed a lawsuit, claiming she was unfairly influenced by PNC Bank to write the
reiatives out of her will.
The relatives of Opal Godfrey Brennan say the bank stood to benefit by earning fees for managing the $6 million estate's trust.
Mrs. Brennan was virtually deaf, blind in one eye, often confused
and couldn't read or write when her last will was drafted, the relatives say.
It was the last of a dozen wills written in her name, two years
before she died. In it she directed that her fortune remain intact —
and that the interest be divided equally among 11 charities, including the American Heart Association, the Salvation Army and the
Kentucky School for the Blind.

Teen to undergo more tests
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A teen-ager accused of killing three
classmates during a deadly shooting spree in the lobby of Heath
High School has been ordered to undergo further psychological
testing.
A court order filed last week said the testing, which will include a
comprehensive test to detect personality disorders, will be done
Tuesday at the Daviess County Juvenile Detention Center in
Owensboro.
Michael Carneal, 15, has been housed at the center since he was
charged with three counts of murder and five counts of attempted
murder for the Dec. 1 shooting.
It is the latest testing to be requested by the state in an attempt to
learn Cameal's mental state on Dec. 1 and if he is mentally able to
stand trial on Oct. 5. The testing will be administered by psychologist Dr. Charles Clark of Ann Arbor, Mich., according to the court
order.

Missionary to serve sentence
BOONEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Not all her parishioners agree with
her politics and methods, but they are upset about Sister Marge
Eilerman leaving next month to serve a prison sentence for protesting a military school.
The 61-year-old missionary in eastern Kentucky was sentenced to
six months for repeatedly protesting against the U.S. Army School
of the Americas in Fort Benning, Ga. The school trains Latin American soldiers, some of whom have subsequently been linked to murders of civilians and church workers.
Owsley County leaders say they can think of better candidates for
federal prison than a nun who has devoted her life to helping others.

New system to begin July 1
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's new system of post-high
school education is set to move one step closer to fruition next
week.
The state's postsecondary technical schools will be renamed colleges and will be assimilated into the state Community and Technical College System on July 1. That change should eventually destroy
barriers to collaboration between community colleges and technical
schools.
At first, the transformation will be mostly cosmetic in nature. The
state technical schools will "put up new signs and have new names
on their stationery," and there will be a ceremony in Somerset to
mark the transition, said Nelson Grote, executive vice president of
the Community and Technical College System and a former president of Morehead State University.
The technical schools also will realign to create 15 technical colleges as some schools become branches of others. Those moves
among the technical schools won't affect vocational institutions partnered with school districts.
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Relatives challenge will

FROM PAGE 1
138 legislators, 14 of 50 journalists and 63 of 624 lobbyists —
answered the survey.
Clark presented the objections
to University of Louisville President John Shumaker. Shumaker
said Clark raised "legitimate
questions that deserve an answer," and he forwarded them to
George Graves, the executive director of the center.
"Larry was pretty careful in
saying he respects the academic
independence of the university
and the center. But he did have
questions about the sample size,

the methodology used to do the
survey," Shumaker said.
House Speaker Jody Richards,
D-Bowling Green, ranked third in
overall performance but also was
upset about the survey. Richards
said he was one of the lawmakers
who asked Clark to talk to
Shumaker.
Richards said the survey "really gives a distorted performance
of the legislature. ... Only a third
of the members responded. The
percentage is too low."
Graves said the survey was
valuable and that there were
enough responses to draw some
useful conclusions.

Audit gives MPD data
no-serious-error rating
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The Murray Police Department
has received a zero-serious-error
rating for the quality of its LINK/
NCIC data.
A data quality review by a
state police audit team last Tuesday showed no serious errors in
the department's entries for the
Law Information Network of
Kentucky or the National Crime
Information Center.
The audit turned up only two
non-serious errors, said Rick Harris, the department's communications supervisor.

"They always find some little
thing," Harris said, adding that
the audit would note that a car
was listed as blue instead of dark
blue.
The audit team reviewed entries concerning wanted or missing persons and stolen boats,
cars, guns or other articles.
"Tha has to be exactly right or
it'll cause all kinds of problems,"
Harris said.
The team also checked computers, the security of files and the
annual certification of the department's five dispatchers, Harris
said.

AROUND THE WORLD
Spencer talks about sister in program
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LONDON (AP) — Earl Spencer said Sunday he's saddened and
exhausted after talking about his sister, Princess Diana, on a controversial television program.
Newspapers carried a picture of a 9-year-old Diana with wet hair,
waving a scarf and dancing, that is part of "Diana: My Sister the
Princess," to be aired Wednesday by the British Broadcasting Corp.
Spencer took part and helped edit it.
"I was absolutely drained for two days after that," he said. "It
was really sad, really sad to see this little girl running round and to
know what happened to her when she became older."
The program, which includes a televised tour of the Spencer family estate, Althorp, was made by the British production company
Planet Wild and has become part of a controversy surrounding a memorial fund set up after Diana's death in a car crash Aug. 31.

Woodward implicates parents
LONDON (AP) — In her first in-depth interview since returning
home from the United States after being convicted of killing a baby
in her care, Louise Woodward implied the parents were responsible
for the death.
"If the parents didn't do it, who did?" Ms. Woodward told the
British Broadcasting Corp. in an interview scheduled to be aired on
British television tonight.
The Eappen family was not immediately available for comment
today.
Prosecutors claimed that Ms. Woodward, who returned to Britain
on Thursday convicted of manslaughter, shook 8-month-old Matthew
Eappen to death in February 1997. She has always maintained her
innocence.

AROUND THE NATION
Brady law blocked 69,000 sales
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Presale checks under the federal Brady
law blocked the sale of some 69,000 handguns in 1997, more than
half because the prospective buyer was a convicted felon or was
under a felony indictment, the Justice Department says.
The rejections amounted to just 2.7 percent of the 2,574,000 applications nationwide for handgun sales during the year, the department's Bureau of Justice Statistics reported Sunday.
Since the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act took effect in
February 1994, through last Dec. 31, there have been 242,000 purchases stopped because of the checks, out of a total of 10,356,000
purchase applications, the bureau estimated.

Gay group attacks Nickles
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WASHINGTON (AP) — A gay rights group is accusing Sen. Don
Nickles, the Senate's second-ranking Republican, of wrongly mixing
government and religion in saying a homosexual philanthropist nominated for an ambassadorship is unqualified because he promotes
"immoral behavior."
"This is a perfect example of religious beliefs infringing upon
public policy," said David Smith, a spokesman for the Human
Rights Campaign, a gay political group.
The criticism came Sunday after Nickles, R-Okla. denounced
President Clinton's nomination of James Hormel of California as
ambassador to Luxembourg.
"He has promoted that lifestyle and promoted it in a big way, in a
way that is very offensive," Nickles, the Senate majority whip, said
on "Fox News Sunday." "One might have that lifestyle, but if one
promotes it as acceptable behavior, ... I don't think they should be a
representative of this country."
A struggle over Hormel's nomination has been going on for
months. Majority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss., has refused to bring
the matter to the Senate floor for a vote.

Gates named richest billionaire
NEW YORK (AP) — Bill
Gates topped Forbes magazine's
rankings of the world's richest
billionaires for the fourth straight
year as the magazine tightened
the criteria for its rankings by including only the "working rich."
The chairman of Microsoft's
net worth jumped 40 percent
from a year ago to $51 billion.
While fighting a government
antitrust lawsuit against Microsoft, the world's largest software
company, Gates easily fended off
rivals to his billionaires' throne.
The combined riches of Wal-Mart
founder Sam Walton's heirs still
fell $3 billion short, ranking No.
2 with $48 billion.
The wealthiest individual on
the list behind Gates was investor
Warren Buffett, No. 3 at $33 billion. Rounding out the top five

were Microsoft co-founder Paul
Allen at $21 billion and Canada's
Kenneth Thomson, head of publishing giant Thomson Corp., at
$14.4 billion.
The 12th annual list, which excludes dictators and royalty, is a
companion to Forbes' rankings of
400 richest Americans, which is
slated for its Oct. 12 issue.
One notable new member of
the billionaires' list was the family of former Indonesian President Suharto, whose 32 years in
power enabled him to amass
stakes in about 3,200 Indonesian
companies and a family fortune
of about $4 billion, Forbes said.
If royalty were included among
the top billionaires, the Sultan of
Brunei would have ranked third
at $36 billion. The oil-rich sultan
was richer than Gates until this

year.
Forbes tightened the criteria
for its rankings this year by including only the "working rich."
Listed are billionaires who have
built their own fortunes or are
working with their inheritance
rather than the silver-spoon set
that is living off its wealth, Forbes said in its July 6 issue, released Sunday.
The new criteria dropped several billionaires from the list, including the $15.3 billion Quandt
family of Germany, a majority
shareholder of BMW who ranked
No. 10 last year; L'Oreal's
founding Bettencourt family of
France, worth $11.4 billion; and
sisters Barbara Cox Anthony and
Anne Cox Chambers, $7.1 billion
heirs of the U.S. media company
Cox Enterprises.

Indonesia's Suharto became
eligible after quiuing under pressure last month amid the country's economic crisis. Asia's financial retreat reduced its representation among the top 200
billionaires to 44 from 56 last
year. American billionaires on
the list rose to 70 from 60, while
Europeans accounted for 52, up
from 44.
Among business kingpins who
made the list were media tycoon
Rupert Murdoch at $5.3 billion;
British entrepreneur Richard
Branson at $1.9 billion; and Japanese real estate and transportation mogul Yoshiaki Tsutsumi,
once the world's richest businessman, at $5.7 billion.
The average net worth of the
top 200 billionaires was $.4.7 billion, up from $3.9 billion in
1997.

Outland charged with assault, theft
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A county man remained in the
Calloway County Detention Center Monday morning without
bond for allegedly attacking a
woman this past weekend, then
returning to steal her car.

The Murray Police Department
has charged Roger Dale Outland,
34, address unknown, with theft
by unlawful taking more than
$300 (automobile), a felony, and
misdemeanor counts of violation
of a protection order, third-degree
criminal mischief and fourth-

South Korea captures
submarine caught in nets
SEOUL, South Korea (AP) —
South Korea captured a midget
submarine believed to belong to
North Korea today after it became entangled in a fishing net.
The vessel was seized in the
area where a North Korean submarine ran aground in 1996 — a
grounding that left 37 people
dead and sent relations between
the North and South plunging to
their lowest level in years.
South Korea's national news
agency, Yonhap, reported that
vessel captured today was a

70-ton Yugo-class submarine,
which normally carries four to
five crewmen. North Korea is believed to have several such craft.
A South Korean spokesman
said a navy ship was towing the
vessel to shore, and described it
as a "midget submersible."
"The Joint Chiefs of Staff believes that the boat belongs to
North Korea," the spokesman
said, speaking on condition of
anonymity. "We suspect there's
somebody inside, but we don't
know how many."

degree assault.
The arrest stemmed from the
report of a domestic dispute about 4 a.m. Friday from a Southside Manor woman, according to
a police press release.
The woman said after Outland
assaulted her, he returned, tried
to kick in the door to her apartment and broke a window before
driving off in her car, the release
said.
Neither the nature of their relationship nor the details of his arrest were known at press time.
In other reports, police arrested
two Mayfield residents who al-

legedly tried to return computer
merchandise to the local WalMart Supercenter from which it
had been stolen.
Police charged Michael Wayne
Wilson, 34, and Christa Beth
Loyd, 28, with one count each of
receiving stolen property more
than $300, a Class D felony.
They remained in jail Monday
morning pending a bond hearing.
The pair reportedly tried to return the equipment about 2:30
p.m. Friday without receipts. A
check of the merchandise showed
it was stolen from the store, a
press release said.
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Days after an anti-tobacco bill died in
the Senate, President Clinton will order health officials to monitor
cigarette brands favored by kids aged 12 to 17 in an effort to continue a fight against teen smoking, a newspaper reported.
The Washington Post said Clinton planned to issue an executive
order Monday directing the Department of Health and Human Services to chart the brands preferred by teen-agers as part of an annual
survey of drug abuse.

Viola back with orchestra
CHICAGO (AP) — A vintage viola that was lost almost two years
ago is back making music with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
thanks to a quick-witted violin shop owner.
The orchestra's principal violinist, Charles Pikler, left the instrument behind on a downtown Chicago sidewalk in September 1996.
Within minutes, it vanished.
Crafted in 1723, the viola's inscription identifies the maker as
Dominicus Montagnana, one of the greatest Venetian violin makers
of his time. But the instrument's authenticity is disputed.
It's value is estimated at between $30,000 and $1 million, depending on its authenticity.
Orchestra officials thought they had lost the instrument for ever,
but it turned up last week in the hands of a 71-year-old Chicago man
who tried to sell it to a violin expert.

Brown charged with sexual battery
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP) — Singer Bobby Brown was
placed under citizen arrest for investigation of misdemeanor sexual
battery.
Brown was taken into police custody Sunday afternoon at the Beverly Hills Hotel following a complaint by an unidentified woman,
Lt. Joe Lombardi said. The charge is defined as "unlawful touching
for the purpose of sexual arousal."
Brown, husband of actress-singer Whitney Houston, denied the
allegation.

Ranger killed by rifle shot
CHEROKEE, N.C. (AP) — A National Park Service ranger was
killed by a rifle shot to the chest that pierced his protective vest after
the ranger responded to complaints of a man with a rifle threatening
visitors at a scenic overlook.
Ranger Joe Kolodski, 36, a Great Smoky Mountains National Park
ranger, was shot on Sunday as he stepped out of his vehicle at the
Big Witch Overlook about 60 miles southeast of Knoxville, Tenn.
Shortly after the shooting, two other park rangers arrived at the
scene. The gunman, who was not wearing a shirt, shot out the
windshield of one of the ranger's vehicles before fleeing into the
woods.

Crews remove formaldehyde
HUNTINGTON, W.Va. (AP) — Crews removed the last of the
formaldehyde from a train that derailed over the weekend, tearing up
hundreds of feet of track and temporarily forcing 500 people from
their homes.
Officials early today said they expected the last 100 or so still
barred from their homes could return tonight, and rail traffic should
resume Tuesday, said CSX spokeswoman Kathy Burns.
Saturday's wreck spilled 30,000 gallons of formaldehyde, overturned 28 coal cars, and sent at least a dozen people to the hospital.
All were treated and released.
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A Prosress Report

Jones mulls second term
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Brereton Jones is sending smoke
signals from his Airdrie Stud
Farm in Woodford County that he
is pondering another campaign
for governor.
What is it about ex-governors
that makes them think:
a) The public is desperately
clamoring for their return, or,
b) They can't used to not being
governor anymore, or,
c) The state needs them to finish what they started.
It was Bert Combs who once
observed that there is nothing
more ex than an ex-governor.
And Combs was among those
who had the condition.
Coincidentally, former Gov.
Frank White of Arkansas was in
Louisville last week, on a panel
at the Southern Growth Policies
Board meeting with a bunch of
regional governors. White offered
a sage bit of advice — "It
doesn't take long to go from
'Who's Who.' to 'Who's that?"
Kentucky voters seem fickle
about this whole gubernatorial
merry-go-round thing. Except for
A.B. "Happy" Chandler — and
his terms were separated by a
generation — they have flatly rejected governors who want to be
governor again.
It is a lesson some ex governors have learned painfully
on election day — Julian Carroll,
Louie Nunn, John Y. Brown Jr.
all lost their attempts to win
another term. Martha Layne Collins always thought governors
should be able to serve six years,
if not succeed themselves, to give
them more time to get their work
done.
Wallace Wilkinson wanted to
succeed himself so badly he had
a bitter, almost defining fight
with the General Assembly on a
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An Associated Press News Analysis
compensation changes passed in
1996 at Patton's behest.
How much of that outcry is being orchestrated by organized labor and House Majority Floor
Leader Greg Stumbo is impossible to tell. But labor is still upset
with Patton for a number of perceived transgressions. And
Stumbo found it far easier to
work under the benign neglect of
the Jones administration than
under Patton.
Jones said he detects signs of
weakness, even beyond the workers' comp issue. Jones said he
has heard from business people
who complain there's too much
"old-style politics" in state government and from state employees who feel disenfranchised by
"politics as usual."
"If I were a professional politician, I'd be sitting here licking
my chops, but I'm not," said
Jones. "I'm trying to determine
if this is what I'm meant to do."
It is characteristic of Jones,
who spent four years in the legislature in his native West Virginia
and won four elections to two
different offices in Kentucky and
is considering another campaign,
to still maintain he is not a
politician.
Jones apparently thinks it impolitic to decide about his future
now, even though he said earlier
this year the decision would be
made by July. Maybe November,
Jones now says.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
Lexington Herald-Leader, Lexington —
What's it been now — a couple of months since
Gov. Paul Patton and the General Assembly committed all future state lottery revenue to guaranteed higher-education scholarships for any qualified Kentucky student?
It may have been savvy politics, ingratiating incumbent lawmakers with every Kentucky parent in
an election last year; but as fiscal policy, it was
right out of Looney Tunes.
You don't tie any ongoing program, much less
one that amounts to a blank-check entitlement, to
a revenue source as volatile as the lottery. Not unless you're the kind of genius who buys a new
Porsche just on the off-chance that a leprechaun
will lead you to his pot of gold before the first
payment is due. ...
The lottery, it seems, is not the bottomless pit of
ready cash everyone was led to believe during the
scholarship debate. The revenue it produces this
year will meet or exceed — barely — last year's
$151 million level only because of the frenzied
play produced by the recent $194 million Powerball pot.
And it's going to get worse when the fifth —
and biggest — riverboat casino on Kentucky's
borders opens just across the Ohio River from
Louisville later this year.
It's looking more likely that the scholarshiplottery link will sneak us in through the casino's
back door, without the thorough public discussion
this issue deserves. Which leaves you wondering:
Was that the intent all along?

The Kentucky Post, Covington — One thing
you should not see this summer on Kentucky's
lakes and waterways are young kids at the controls
of boats or zipping along on Jet Skis and
Waverunners.
A new safe boating law took effect this year
that makes it illegal for anyone under age 12 to
operate any personal watercraft or motorboat of
more than 10 horsepower.
Next summer should be even safer. Then young
people ages 12 to 17 will be required to have completed a safe boating course and received a certificate or be accompanied by someone 18 or older
who has a safe boating certificate.
Later this summer the new safe boating course
will be offered to teen-agers so they can obtain the
certification.
The new law was prompted by a 1995 accident
that killed a 25-year-old Florence mother. Noreen
Hunley was floating on an inner tube on Lake
Williamstown when a 10-year-old operating a personal watercraft hit her.
Rep. Royce Adams, D-Dry Ridge, resolved to
do something about the dangers of children operating watercraft. He sponsored the new boat safety
law and fought for it through two legislative
sessions.
The new law should result in safer boating immediately by prohibiting children too young to operate water craft from taking the controls.
And future generations trained in boat safety
should make for safer boating in the years to
come.
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Clinton under microscope
WASHINGTON (AP) - - President Clinton will be carrying
heavy baggage when he steps off
Air Force One in China.
From his arrival Thursday until
his departure July 3, Clinton's
every move will be intensely
scrutinized as the first American
president to visit China since the
1989 Tiananmen Square massacre. Critics stand ready to accuse
him of coddling China — just as
Clinton accused then-President
Bush in 1992.
Congress will be hanging over
Clinton's shoulder. More than a
dozen House and Senate committees are probing alleged Chinese
campaign contributions and
whether Clinton let militarily
sensitive missile technology slip
into Chinese hands.
Typically, when a president
travels overseas, Congress cuts
him some slack and suspends
hearings on related issues. But
not this time. There is an angry
mood toward China, aggravated
by accusations of human rights
abuses, religious persecution and
alleged assistance to missile
programs of Libya and Iran.
In the House, 51 China bills
await action; in the Senate, there
are 25. Most would impose more
sanctions on China.
Even without Congress' hot
breath on his back, Clinton faces
a difficult time in China. Because
of Tiananmen, the two nations
lost nearly a decade in trying to
develop a post-Cold War
relationship.
"There's still differing national interests between these two
countries," said David Shambaugh, director of the Sigur Center for Asian Studies at George
Washington University. "There's
a lingering, deep degree of distrust and misperception on both
sides."
The suspicious mood in
Washington also clouds Clinton's
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Mark R. Chellgren
constitutional amendment, then
ran his wife, Martha, in a vain attempt to hang around the governor's mansion for another four
years.
For some reason, governors
seem to think voters long for the
good old days of their administrations — sort of like people who
reminisce about the 1950s and
Ike. In practice, it turns out not
that many people really want to
relive the past.
In a bit of political irony, it
was Jones agreeing to remove
himself from the equation that
persuaded the legislature to put
an amendment to the constitution
to allow gubernatorial succession
on the ballot in 1992. Succession
would apply to governors elected
in 1995 and thereafter.
So now, Paul Patton is governor and eligible to seek another
term. It is a situation unlike anything voters in Kentucky have
faced since James Garrard ran for
a second consecutive term. But
that was in 1800.
Patton has made no secret of
his intention to run again. In fact,
he's been running for a second
term since his inauguration in
December 1995. Conventional
wisdom would indicate Patton
would be a difficult man to beat,
barring some political calamity.
Jones told the Kentucky Post
last week he's being encouraged
to run, especially by what he
called "truly injured workers"
who complain about workers'
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The Ledger & Times
welcomes letters to the
editor. All letters must be
signed by the writer, with
the writer's address and
telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not
be published).
Letters must not be
more than 500 words. We
reserve the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be
addressed to: Letter to
the Editor, Murray Ledger & Times, P.O. Box
1040, Murray, KY 42071.
They may also be faxed
to (502) 753-1927.
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WASHINGTON TODAY
trip.
The commercial component
will be soft-pedaled so the president will not be accused of carrying water for the business community. Unlike his trip to Africa,
Clinton will not have a delegation
of business leaders accompanying
him to China.
"Anything that smacks of missile cooperation or nuclear cooperation will be more difficult,"
said David Lampton, director of
China studies at the Nixon Center
and the Johns Hopkins School of
Advanced International Studies.
Short of a last-minute breakthrough, that probably dooms any
agreement to ease export restrictions on U.S. satellites and related technology in exchange for
Beijing's agreement to join an international accord to control
transfers of missile technology
elsewhere. Clinton is likely to be
constrained from removing sanctions imposed after Tiananmen.
Douglas H. Paal, president of
the Asia Pacific Policy Center,
said the president "has got to demonstrate that this trip to China
is worth the cost and embarrassment." In a ceremony for which
he already has been criticized,
Clinton will stand at the edge of

Mr
on(

Tiananmen Square and review
troops of the People's Liberation
Army.
"He probably has to speak out
with a few more decibels than he
would if he were not going to
Tiananmen, because people are
going to be ... looking very
closely at that set of issues," said
Richard N. Haass, director of
foreign policy studies at the
Brookings Institution.
Given the highly charged atmosphere, there is little expectation of any major agreements or
breakthroughs during the trip.
"I think the Chinese think they
are dealing with a somewhat
wounded president," said Lampton. "They expect Clinton to be
more cautious, and therefore they
will be probably less forthcoming
in some of these areas."
Added Michael Oksenberg, a
fellow at Stanford University's
Asia-Pacific Research Center:
"The success of a visit of this
sort is not to be measured in what
is accomplished in the first three
or four days, but whether the trip
creates an atmosphere that will
sustain progress."
"The measure can only be taken in the months ahead, not the
days ahead," Oksenberg said.
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Dear Editor:
There are many citizens who are very concerned about the loss of
family values in our society and the negative impact it has on all of us,
but especially our children. For those who would like to have a tool or
method to combat this trend I recommend that they get involved to some
degree with The Family Foundation.
This organization is a Kentucky nonprofit educational organization
working on issues of public policy affecting Kentucky families from a
traditional values, pro-family perspective.
The Foundation promotes legislation that is pro-family and opposes
legislation that is anti-family.
The Foundation is struggling financially and needs the financial
support of those concerned citizens who are able to help. The Foundation
can be reached at
The Family Foundation
PO Box 22100
Lexington, KY 40522
Phone: 606-255-5400
E-mail: mail@tfflty.org
website: www.tfily.org
Steve Hamilton
522 Broad St.
Murray, KY 42071
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The X-Files' movie opens

DEATHS
James Frank Huie
James Frank Huie, 83, Murray, died Saturday, June 20, 1998, at 9
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He was of Baptist faith. Born Feb. 27, 1915, he was the son of the
late Lilbum Huie and Alberta Wilson Huie. His first wife, Julia Hart
Huie, one daughter, Becky Ray, and three brothers, Rob, Harold, and
Liburn Van Huie, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. ha Mae Huie; one son, Eddie Huie
and wife, Lou, and one stepson, Bobby Barron and wife, Sandra, all of
Murray; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Carolyn Jenkins and husband, Larry,
Winston Salem, N.C.; two sisters, Mrs. Mary Anna Robertson and
husband, Bill. Michigan, and Mrs. Jan Roehm, Ann Arbor, Mich.; one
brother, Billy Joe Huie, Murray; seven grandchildren; two greatgrandchildren.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 11 a.m. at Murray City
Cemetery. Dan Sikes will officiate.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Monday).

Paul Neval Reed, 31, North Fifth Street, Murray, died Thursday,
June 18, 1998, at 5:52 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His
death followed an extended illness.
He was a member of Wingo Church of Christ in Graves County and
Metropolis Moose Lodge #282. He had been a carrier for the Murray
Ledger & Times for several years.
Born July 15, 1966, he was the son of Betty Reed and the late Billy
G. Reed. Also preceding him in death were one sister, Elizabeth Reed,
grandparents, Neval Reed, Roy and Anna Ellison, and Effie and Cletus Dunn; and father-in-law, Elbert (Sonny) Charles Jr.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Melissa Charles Reed; one
daughter, Krystal Reed, one son, Corey Reed, his mother, Mrs. Betty
Reed, and two brothers, Richard Reed and Stephen Reed, all of Murray; one sister, Mrs. Patricia Cheatham and husband, Jerry, Lynnville;
his mother-in-law, Mrs. Ovaleen Charles, and two sisters-in-law,
Tammy Kirks, Mayfield, and Ann Reed, Murray; brother-in-law, William Charles, Chicago, Ill.; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be today at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Bobby Crittendon and John Dale will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Stephen Reed, Stephen Reed II, Bill Reed,
Joshua Reed, John Mark Dillon, Tim Dunn, Bud Gibbs and Jimmy
Fryer, active; Richard Reed, John Kirks, Allen Allbritten, Eric Kinman, Don Colson and Leamon Lee, honorary. Burial will follow in
Seay Cemetery near Lynnville.
This obituary is being reprinted because of information added
after the report was received Saturday. A fee has been paid by the
family.
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Mrs. Era Caldwell Cochrum, 87, Pensacola, Fla., died Thursday,
June 18, 1998, at 10:35 a.m. at her home.
Survivors include one son, Marlin Cochrum, Pensacola; one sister,
Mrs. Jewell Labor, Akron, Ohio; one grandson, James Preston, and
one niece, Mary Robinson, Murray.
Born April 7, 1911, she was the daughter of the late Leander Caldwell and Mary Elizabeth Wright Caldwell. Also preceding her in death
were one sister, Vivian Ferguson, and six brothers, Ernest, Ray,
Hubert, Hobart, Allan, and Lee Caldwell.
Graveside services will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at Salem Cemetery.
Visitation will be at Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 5 p.m.
today (Monday).

Deering correction
In the obituary for Mrs. Jo Anne Deering, published Saturday, it
should have read that she was an employee of the office of Calloway
County Circuit Court Clerk Ann Wilson, instead of the information
released in the report from the funeral home.

Seven die, 18 injured in
Philadelphia bus crash
PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Scott Wisner Jr. stood on the
porch at the Boothwyn firehouse
last week and talked about the
leisurely days he planned after he
retired as a Greyhound driver.
He'd spend more time at the
suburban Philadelphia firehouse,
where he had volunteered for 20
years. He'd play with his 8-yearold ward, Christian Jorgenson,
and his soon -to-be-arriving
grandchild.
And he'd stay at home more,
rewarding his wife for the years
of long bus trips that kept him on
the road for days at a time.
He was on his final run early
Saturday — four hours from retirement — when the bus veered
off the rain-slick Pennsylvania
Turnpike and slammed into a
tractor-trailer parked on a wide
shoulder.
Seven people were killed and
18 injured in Greyhound's deadliest accident since the 1970s.
Wisner, his wife, Marcia, and
their ward were among the dead.
"They're angels now," Christian's mother, Jennifer Jorgenson,
said Sunday.
State police said the bus left

_

Emily Futrell, member of the Westwood 4-H Club, represented the
Purchase Area at the State Junior
Communications Day In Hopkinsville. She was the first runner-up In
the Human and Environmental Sciences Demonstration Division.

HOG MARKET

Paul Neval Reed
brit-

New York City with 23 passengers and stopped in Philadelphia
on its way to Pittsburgh. The bus
emerged from a tunnel on a
mountainous stretch of road 50
miles west of Harrisburg when it
hit the rig.
All but two of the injured were
treated and released. One man
was in critical condition Sunday,
while a woman was in satisfactory condition.
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THE MURRAY INSURANCE
AGENCY

Company
Price
Chg
Dow Jones lad. As&.104.13 • 14.44
Air Products...-....391/4 - 13/16
A T &
..... 631/16 unc
Bell South -.-.....-......-68 - 1/.
Briggs & Stratton... 38"/H + /
3
44
Bristol Myers Squibb-1121110 - 1/s
CBT Corp. Ky.'321/o B 33/
3
4A
Caterpillar,,........„.._..52 + 3/s
Chrysler
Dean
53/
3
4 + 7/14
Exxon....,,......,....... 703/s + 1/14
Ford Motor........... 553/14 + 1/s
General Electric
+ 1/4
General Motors.-679/ts + /
3
44
Goodrich...-.---.-- 47/
3
4 - 3/16
Goodyear..,,.........,.633/4 + 1/3a
HopFed Baste —.193/4 B 193/1 A
I B M.......,,..........106'/, + 3/4
Ingersoll Rand.,.,,... 411/2 - 'Is
I ntel.-.-.-.._.-..-.- 70/
3
46 + 1/ta
Kroger
+
L G &
+
Lucent Tech........... 72/
3
4 + 1/3
Mattel -.-..-.-.....-. 37/
3
4s + 1/4
McDonalds ............67'/s - 11/16
Merck
.1251/4 - 11/4
Microsoft ..-.....—...90/14 J.C. Penney.-........77/
3
46 - 7/If
Peoples FIrst* 32 B 321/2 A
Quaker Oats......,.. 551/4 + 3/34
Schering-Plough..,... 911/3 - 1/s
Sears ..-.-..-._....._.601/3 +
Texaco.........................60 + 1/4
Time Warner-- 7813/14 + /
3
46
Union Planters
543/s + 1/4
UST ...........-.---.--.271/s + 1/4
Wal-Mart................. 573/4 - 1/4

Bel-Air Center • Murray, KY • 753-4751
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Join the professionals at Stone-Lang as they celebrate 20 years ofservice to
the Murray community.
FREE HEARING TEST
During our Anniversary Sale,complimentary hearing tests will be
available for adults.
DEMONSTRATION OF
NEW TECHNOLOGY
See and hear the latest in hearing
aid technology...including the completely in canal (CIC)instrument.
Take advantage of our money saving offer. Expires 8/14/98
BATTERIES ON SALE
Ask about our Anniversary Sale
prices.
Vicki Oliver

Call Today
(502) 753-8055

Hearing Instrument Specialist

Outside Murray 1-800-949-5728

Akt,HILLIARD
LYONS

Our Best Investment Is You.

ID

STONE-LANG CO•
HEARING REHABILITATION

206 South 4th • Murray
'SINCE 1876 - A NAME YOU CAN TRUST'

ana !PC

Connecting You To The World!
We will be working on the system in the
area outlined below.

MURRAY

CABLECOMM
YOUR LOCAL CONNECTION TO THE WORLD

7.7
v1.•

=MIN

•

We're upgrading our cable system to a
fiber optic broadband network.
This system will provide you with
enhanced signal reliability, improved
picture quality and new choices.

LOOSE BRUCE
HOTDOG CABOOSE
1
2
1
2
2
2

Lunch Specials Daily
Dog-Chips-Dnnk
$2.25
Dogs-Chips-Drink
$3.50
Polish-Chips-Drink
$3.25
Chili Dogs-Chips-Crink $4.00
Cheese Dogs-Chips-Drink $4.00
Chili Cheese-Chips-Drink ... $4.25
Off Any Lunch Special
With This Ad

rsp Glgloyd•• .rnu.

20th ANNIVERSARY SALE

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock.
NC - no change in once.

111. 141,55 Wt. lalina, WE • limbs, NYSE

Disney had two other films in
the Top 10: "Six Days Seven
Nights," which was in fourth
place, and "The Horse Whisperer" at No. 10.

Ilail mrikcs fear into Ow bean of e%eri. farmer

Prices as of 9 AM

Addluonal
Information
Available
Upon Request

"The idea is to make a widely
appealing movie that happens to
be animated," he said. "I think
that the success of Disney animation is that there is an attempt to
make everyone find something of
worth in the film."

YOU'RE COVERED

Stock Market
Report

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

Barlow said kids arid adults
alike seemed to enjoy the ancient
Chinese story about a girl who
dresses up like a man to take her
ailing father's place in fighting
the invading Huns.

LET IT HAIL!

FIBER SPLICING
HAS BEGUN!

25t

•

trigue newcomers as well as hard
core X-Philes
The other weekend success
was "Mulan," which scored the
best opening for a Disney animation epic in years, according to
industry estimates Sunday.
The $23 million opening for
"Mulan" was the fourth -best
opening of a recent Disney animated feature, behind 1994's
"The Lion King" with $40.9
million, "Pocahontas" in 1995
with $29.5 million and the $29.1
million earned by "Toy Story,"
also 1995.
"We've caught fire in a jug
here," said Phil Barlow, president of Buena Vista Pictures
Distribution.

Investments Since 1851

Temporary outages
will he experienced
from

At Boone's N. 12th St.

LSON

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
cover-up is finally over.
"The X-Files,” the featurelength film which is a spin-off of
the five-year TV series, sneaked
atop the weekend box office with
a respectable $31 million in
ticket sales.
The film, starring David Duchovny and Gillian Anderson as
FBI agents on the trail of a sinister global conspiracy, had been
shrouded in secrecy before it
opened. Few knew the entire
story and scripts were printed
with red ink on red paper to discourage photocopying.
20th Centary Fox gambled $60
million on "The X-Files," hoping the TV cult favorite would in-
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6:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

• We will
home.

not

need to enter your

•Service will not be interrupted on
weekends or holidays.
• ALL SERVICE WILL BE RESTORED EACH DAY BEFORE
4:30 P.M.

Call 753-5005
If you're in this area
you're in "Node C"

if you have any questions or concerns
or visit our website at...
http://campus.murraystate.edukablecomm

•

•

•
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Couple is observing
their 25th anniversary

JO'S DATEBOOK

Mr. and Mrs. James Ray Holland of Murray are observing their
25th wedding anniversary today, June 22.
They were married June 22, 1973, at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
The Rev. Charles Simmons officiated.
Their attendants were Paulette Ross and Charles Holland, brother of
the groom.
Mrs. Holland, the former Vickie Workman, is the daughter of Sam
and Dorothy Workman of Hazel. She is a typesetter for the Murray
Ledger & Times.
Mr. Holland is the son of Prentice and Modell Holland of Murray.
He is owner of Holland Tire and A & A Auto Rental.
They have one daughter, Stephanie Holland, a student at Murray
State University, and one son, Justin Holland, a student at Calloway
County High School.

Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
THE CALLOWAY COUNTY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION
SERVICE has a variety of services to offer the community, according to a news release for the office.
The Agricultural Department offers information and publications
to assist with the home, lawn, garden and farm; soil testing, weed
identification, disease identification, and insect identification to
name a few. Although there is a vacancy this summer at the Agriculture Extension agent position, services are still available and ready
to serve the public.
The office Staff and Extension Agents for 4-H and Home Economics will access agents from other counties as well as specialists
at Princeton and the University of Kentucky in Lexington to aid Calloway Countians in their agriculture, home, lawn and gardening
needs.
For assistance come to the Calloway County Extension Service on
the second floor of the Weaks Community Center at 607 Poplar St.,
Murray, or call 753-1452 or 753-1456.

Oaks'ladies plan activities
Ladies of the Oaks Country
Club have scheduled events for
Wednesday, June 24.
Bridge will be played at 9:30
a.m.
Golf play will start at 9:30 a.m.
with Mary Alice Smith as
hostess.
The Oaks' ladies on June 17
played in the Susan G. Lomen
Breast Cancer Foundation Golf
Tournament with Glinda Paschall
as hostess.
The foundation was founded in

memory of Susan G. Lomen who
died of breast cancer at the age of
36. It is one of the largest private
foundations of breast cancer research, education, screening and
treatment.
The club collected $320 for the
cancer foundation.
Winners were Debbie Ray,
first place and closest to the pin
contest, and Della Miller, second
place. Door prizes, donated by
local businesses, were also given
at the close of the tournament.

TWILA'S
PHOTO RESTORATION
Oid Photos (Any Condition) Copied arid Restored To 'Like New.'
'Black & White Photo Copies 1011 Portraits, Any Size
Register For A FREE 8x10 Portrait
To Be Given Away July 15th.

CALL TWILA ANDERSON
753 - 4654
845 Heron Rd. • Murray

FINALLY,AN ORECK
n FLOOR CARE
v7 CENTER
NEAR YOU.

4.
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Now, brought to you by popular demand,
is the newest Oreck Floor Care Center.
Come in and see the incredibly light, incredibly powerful 8-lb. Oreck XL'. Or
better vet, take The Oreck
Challenge and try one free for
15 days. There's no risk.
You can also
try the bowling ball
demonstration
You've seen on TV with the
amazing Oreck Compact
Canister. The Compact
Canister is your gift when
you purchase an 8-lb. Oreck XL.
So come on in, we service all
brands. The new Oreck Floor
Care Center, you'll wish we
opened one a lot sooner.
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Brandi Leigh McDermott
and Jackie Lynn Morefield
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MES meeting is today

McDermott-Morefield
vows to be said Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Fuzzy McDermott of Benton and Monda Culp of
Nashville announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Brandi Leigh McDermott, to Jackie Lynn Morefield, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Morefield of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is the granddaugher of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis McDermott, Mrs. Teachie Copeland, and Mrs. Rosalene Clark, all of Benton,
and Mrs. Dora Jones of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs. Rayford
Morefield of Mayfield and the late Mr. and Mrs. Tom Nance of
Coldwater.
Miss McDermott is a 1998 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a former employee of McDonald's of Benton.
Mr. Morefield is a 1993 graduate of Mayfield High School. He is
currently serving with the United States Army at Fort Campbell.
A private wedding will be Friday, June 26, 1998, in Murray.
A reception-bridal tea will be Saturday, June 27, from 4 to 8 p.m. in
the Community Room of the North Branch of Peoples Bank, Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the reception-bridal
tea to see the couple before they leave for Germany where they will
be residing for the next four years.

Bookmobile
stops listed

Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet today (Monday) at 5 p.m. in the counselor's office at the
school. All interested persons are urged to attend.
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Hardin TOPS plans event
TOPS #KY 495 Hardin will host an open house meeting on Tuesday, June 23, at 6:30 p.m. on the lawn of Hardin Library. This will
be a cookout featuring fat free and low fat foods. Anyone interested
in losing weight or maintaining current weight is invited to attend.
TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) is an international non profit
weight loss support group. The Hardin group meets each Tuesday at
the Hardin Library. For information contact Melissa Hill Young at
753-6334.
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Alzheimer's meeting Tuesday

Sal

Alzheimer's Disease Educational/Support Group will meet Tuesday, June 22, at 4:30 p.m. in the board room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. For more information call Joretta Randolph at
753-5561, or Cindy Ragsdale, L.S.W., at hospital, 762-1108.

am

fir!

Lions Club to meet at church
The Murray Lions Club will meet Tuesday, June 23, at 6:30 p.m.
for a dinner meeting at South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church. The meal will be served by the United Methodist Women of
the host church.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday, June 23,
at 7 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. The SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social group for single adults, whether
always single, separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call Marlene, 753-2350 or Doris, 753-0273.

AARP will meet Tuesday

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

7534227

or101111 Ale Aultioniabon Of On•Ck .10.)•Ar LLC

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

The Bookmobile of Calloway
County Public Library is scheduled to make runs on Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday, June
23, 24 and 25, for the coming
week.
Ginnie Morgan, bookmobile librarian, has released her schedule
as follows:
Tuesday
Dexter, Lola Jones, Anne Bonner,
Ellis.
Wednesday
Barrett, Weaks Community Center,
Murray Day Care, L. Luck, Southside
Manor
Thursday
Hazel Community Center, Fern Terrace, Long Term Care, Miller.
Any persons desiring to have the
bookmobile visit their home or area,
call Morgan at the library at 753-2288

GUARANTEED

Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of American Association of Retired Persons will meet Tuesday, June 23, at 11:45 a.m. for lunch at
Sirloin Stockade. Constance Alexander will speak at 12:15 p.m., according to Al Hough, program director. Heloise Roberts, president,
urges all members and interested persons to attend.

Women's meeting on Tuesday
Night Apart for the Paris District of United Methodist Women
will be Tuesday, June 23, at 7 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist
Church. Todd Wright and Ji Young Shin from the Murray State University Campus Fellowship will present the program. All women of
the area churches are invited.

District election Saturday
The Almo-Dexter Fire Protection District will have an election for
a board member on Saturday, June 27, from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the
Almo Station. All residents of the district are urged to vote in this
election.

Looking for
investment
options?

Wouldn't it be great to start the new school year with a healthier,
thinner you??
You can lose 30 lbs. by LABOR DAY!!
•
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Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross said the last
day to register for swimming lessons for the summer of 1998 is Friday, June 26. There is limited space available, and most classes are
already filled. To register call the Red Cross office at 753-1421.

ATTENTION TEACHERS
'
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Swim registration sets deadline
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Pat Latimer has 29 years experience.
She has a proven portfolio of
accomplishments in the field and is
ready to help you find the best options
for your financial future. Stop by
and see Pat today, you'll be
.
glad you.did.
.•.•

-Eat Grocery Store Foods
-No Diet Pills
-Lose 3 Lbs./Wk. Guaranteed
-Medically Approved
Take advantage of the summer months &
improve your health & increase your selfesteem.
Call us today for your FREE consultation &
tell us...what have you got to lose??
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A proven weight control program w/a 10 year record of success.
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Murray, KY

HI-ENERGY

767-0780
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

By TERI COBB
Activities Director
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Tuesday, June 23
Health Express of MCCH/Murray
Courtsquare/8 .30-11 30 a m and
12 30-3 p.m
Murray Art Guild open/10 a m -4 p m
Purchase Area Positive Christian
Singles/7
p.m
Info/Lucy/1-502-251-9621
Eva Wall Mission Group/1:30
p.m./Memorial Baptist Church.
Coffee Break/9 30 a.m./Martin's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
Murray TOPS Chapter, Kentucky 134
meeting/6:30 p m./Clinic Building. Info/
Marcia, 753-0854.
Dexter/senior activities/9:30 a.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Alzheimer's Disease Support group
meeting/4:30 p.m./board room of
MCCH. Info/762-1103 or 753-5561
West View Nursing Home Coffee
hour/10 a.m.; Bingo/10:30 a.m.; Back
Lobby Games/2 p.m.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
First United Methodist Church
Ouilters/930 a.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 830 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Member-Guest golfplay to
be at club on Wednesday
The ladies of Murray Country
Club will have Member-Guest
golf play on Wednesday, June 24.
Tee off time will be at 9 a.m.
with Betty Jo Purdom and Rainey
Apperson as hostesses.
Winners of golf play on Wednesday, June 17, have been released by Freda Steely, hostess,
as follows:
Championship flight - Lisa
Carver, first, Frances Hulse,
second;

Fourth flight - Carolyn
Sanning;
Low putts - Venela Ward and
Evelyn Jones tied.

First flight - Betty Lowry, first,
Sally Crass, second;
Second flight - Norma Frank
and Ann Brown, tied for first;
Third flight - Barbara Gray,
first, Martha Ryan, second;
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Steve Howard

Howard
gets Ph.D.
Steve Howard, son of Ted and
Jennell Howard of Murray, recently received a Ph.D. in Electrical
Engineering from Lehigh University, Bethlehem, Pa.
A 1975 graduate of Murray
High School, Howard attended
Murray State University for two
years before transferring to the
University of Kentucky where he
received his B.S. degree in Electrical Engineering in 1980.
While working at Arnold Engineering Development Center,
Tullahoma, Tenn., he received his
Master's degree from the University of Tennessee Space Institute
in 1986.
Howard's doctoral dissertation
entitled "Infrared Detector Arrays: Electronic Interface
Analysis, design, and Modeling"
is a culmination of research over
the past 12 years.
Dr. Howard has recently accepted employment with Texas
Instruments at the Analog Center
of Excellence. He now resides in
Dallas with his wife, Lidian.

Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens have planned events
for this week, June 22 to 26.
Armchair aerobics exercises is
at 8 a.m. Monday, Wednesday
and Friday. This is a safe and enjoyable workout for all ages
which improves stength and stamina. A time of lifting light
weights and stretching is at 11
a.m. Monday, Wednesday and
Friday. If you have questions call
our office, 753-0929.
For lunch today (Monday) at
11:30 a.m. we had chicken fried
steak, stewed potatoes, mixed
vegetables, rolls, pineapple tidbits, milk and tea. Bingo and
Bridge play will begin at 1 p.m.
On Tuesday an area minister
will be at the center to give a devotion at 10 a.m. On the lunch
menu will be roast beef, baked
potato, sliced carrots, rolls and
vanilla pudding.

Please note that no meals will
be served at the center on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday this
week because of the remodeling
of our kitchen.
Our transportation day has
been changed from Thursday to
Wednesday. To take advantage of
the free service, call the center at
753-0929 by 9:30 a.m. for a ride.
One of our seniors will take you
anywhere in the city limits that
you need to go beginning at 10
a.m.
The Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will
be at the Weaks Center from 8:30
to 11:30 a.m. to do health screenings on Wednesday.
At 12:30 p.m Wednesday the
Pinochle Club will start playing.
The Dominoes Club will meet
at 9 a.m. Thursday. At 11 a.m. a
representative from the Purchase
District Health Department will
speak.
Because of the remodeling of

Kenlake ladies to play golf
Kenlake lady golfers will play
golf on Wednesday, June 24, at
8:30 a.m. at the Kenlake State
Park, Aurora.
Anyone interested in playing
with this group call 474-2211 and
ask for Pro Shop.
Best ball event went to Sue

Thetford and Helen Roberts at
play on June 17.
Others participating were
Bobbe Manning, Tina Andrews,
Freda Elkins, Dotty Elliott, Helen
Hubbs, Dawn Reeves, Ina Horton, and Mary Madajczyk.

TOO
MANY

YES! BILLS?
WE INSURE
CITY HOMES....

CONSOLIDATE
$10,000- $110/mo
to

NO EQUITY REQUIRED

WOK (LA$$ KM)
\c,6% s Pckrade
Teen Extravaganza

Homeowners Only

NATIONWIDE
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our kitchen, we will not be having our Friday morning breakfast
until further notice. Bridge club
will stan playing at 1 p.m. This is
always open to new players.
We have card games, billiards
and much fellowship with transportation to the center and home
again daily. Come and join us.
For information call 753-0929.
Senior Citizens is a United Way
agency.

PET
TALK
by Dr Bob Salley

Canine skin disease is a COMITIOrl
warm- weather problem for dogs, espe
cially large,long haired dogs. Symptoms
red, sore patches, or if the per constantly
bites, licks, rubs or scratches himself
Check with the ve.xermarian
*a.

Just like humans, dogs and cats can
develop diabetes. Though it can't be
cured, the disease can be controlled with
insulin. Be alert for diabetic symptoms
like excessive drinking and unnation,
hair loss, and in early stages increased
appetite.
IS

Certain dogs -- dachshunds, miniature
poodles and cocker spaniels,especially -are predisposed to back trouble. Provide
plenty of low-impact exercise, keep the
pet from becoming overweight, and be
alert to pain symptoms such as difficulty
in walking or jumping.
S.

Warm-weather warrungs; remember
that your pets cant sweat the way you do.
On hot days, leave them in the shade with
plenty of water available. Walk your dog
in the shade to protect his delicate foot
pads. Never, never leave a pet in a parked
r.

$50,000 - $550/mo

tYMCA & FREEDOM FES11

Stuart

Aitt.natr

Bob Corncli.on

753-4703
310 South 4th Street

1-800-819-7010
Or Visit Our Websitei
www.nationwidelendingv%
e

Brought to you as a public servtce
by the veterinarians who care for
your animals at

Westside
Veterinary
Service
1271 Robertson Rd. South

753-6749

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS SALE!
Starts June 23rd at 9:00 a.m.
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ENTIRE INVENTORY OF

Sportswear•Dresses•Suits
Jewelry•Handbags•Cosmetics
Belts•Hose• Scarves
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SOUTHSIDE MANOR
605 S. 12th St. • Murray
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Senior events listed for this week

TODAY
Monday, June 22
Murray -Calloway County Parks
Board/5 30 p m /Waters One Room
Schoolhouse at park
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group/7 p.m./Calloway Public Library
Hazel Center open 10 a m.-2 p.m. for
senior citizens activities
Weeks Center open 8 a m -4 p.m for
senior citizens' activities.
Parents Anonymous/6 p m.
Info/753-0082.
Bible School at Westside Baptist
Church/6-8 p.m
Bible School at Flint Baptist Church/
6-8.30 p.m.
Bible School at Mason's Chapel United Methodist Church/6:30-8-30 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7-9
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
AA closed special interest Study
meeting/8 p m./American Legion
Building.
Betty Laimer Mission Group/7
p.m./Memorial Baptist Church.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 830 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Eagle Gallery of FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a m.-46 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a m -10 pm.
Tuesday, June 23
Calloway County Public Library Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Study/10
Ladies
Bible
a.m./Fellowship House, Grace Baptist
Church.
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Sports
MHS could
name soccer
coach soon

Jackson will
not return to
Bulls' sideline

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor

Players' futures
now in question

Murray High School principal Dan Hampton hopes to
be able to name a girls' soccer coach sometime this
week.
Trois!)le is, he doesn't yet know who that will be.
While Jeff Hill, an assistant with the Lady Tigers
under Mark Kennedy the last few seasons, is the favorite for the job, the lack of an available teaching position within the Murray system may force Hill to look
elsewhere for employment and Hampton to seek other
avenues for a coach.
"We hope to know something this week," Hampton
said. "If we don't have a teaching position, depending
on what Jeff does, we may have to offer him an aide
position or place him in one of our alternative schools. I
know we don't have any openings at the high school. In
the meantime, I hope we don't lose him to somewhere
else.
"We may have to go the paraprofessional route; that's
worked well for us the last few years with Mark Kennedy and (boys' soccer coach) James Weatherly," he
added. "We've been very blessed having great paraprofessional help in soccer."
Hampton added, though, that he would prefer to offer
the girls' job to a certified teacher.
"But it's getting harder to find certified people to do
all that," he said. "In the future when we hire people
we're going to have to start looking at ones who will do
extra things for us. That's not saying we're going to

By NANCY ARMOUR
AP Sports Writer

File photo

Phil Jackson, shown celebrating one of the Chicago Bulls' six NBA championships,
will not return to coach the Bulls next season.

IN See Page 9

By DOUG FERGUSON
AP Sports Writer
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
From the time he walked off the
13th tee toward a sure-fire birdie
that would give him a share of
the lead in the U.S. Open, Lee
Janzen never looked at another
scoreboard.

He didn't need to. There were
signs all over The Olympic Club
in the final round Sunday that
made it obvious how it would
end.
Only when Payne Stewart's
25-foot birdie putt to force a
playoff slid by the hole on the
18th green did Janzen allow him-

self to believe.
"I guess it really didn't dawn
on me that I could actually win
the tournament until that moment," Janzen said.
By playing the last 15 holes in
4-under while Payne Stewart was
hanging on by the seat of his
plus-fours, Janzen closed with a

2-under-par 68 on Sunday to win
the U.S. Open, the only player to
match par for 72 holes against
formidable Olympic.
"Nobody in contention shot
under part except Lee Janzen,"
said Stewart, whose 74 left him
at 1 -over 281 and one stroke behind. "He deserves to be the

CHICAGO (AP) — One Chicago Bull down, how many more
to go?
After six NBA titles in eight
years, the running of the Bulls
has begun, with coach Phil Jackson the first to say goodbye.
Jackson made good on his
pledge that this was his last season, turning down an offer from
Chicago chairman Jerry Reinsdorf to coach another year, agent
Todd Musburger confirmed Sunday. Jackson's departure was first
reported in an interview with
Newsweek magazine, which went
on sale today.
"I said no, it's time for me to
step away and enjoy some different things," Jackson told
Newsweek.
"For me, it's the perfect conclusion to a wonderful team.
There's nothing we can do to top
this anymore. Now it's time to
step back from the game for a • See Page 9

champion."
Just five years ago, Janzen
again combined rock-steady play,
nerves of steel and a little luck at
Baltusrol to win his first U.S.
Open.
All the components were in
place again on a day when Tom
Lehman finished disappointed,

Has 17 in June, 30 overall
Suddenly, Sammy Sosa is being mentioned in the same sentence as Roger Mans and Mark
McGwire.
In a power surge of historic
proportions, Sosa hit his 17th
home run this month Sunday
for the Chicago Cubs in a 7-2
loss to the Philadelphia Phillies.
Sosa extended his major
league record for homers in
June and matched Willie Mays'
mark for the most home runs in
any month.
The Cubs still have eight
games left in June, giving Sosa
a good shot at the big league record for home runs in a month
— 18 by Rudy York of Detroit
in August 1937.
Sosa has hit 30 home runs,
three behind McGwire's major
league-leading total. Both players are ahead of the pace Mans
set when he hit a record 61
homers in 1961.
"It's a free country," Sosa

said of the comparisons. "I've
just got to keep going. I know
what I have to do when I go up
there."
Sosa's drive at Wrigley Field
gave him 10 home runs in his
last nine games, and 21 homers
in his last 22.
In other games, San Diego
beat San Francisco 5-1, Montreal defeated Atlanta 4-1, New
York downed Florida 3-2, St.
Louis stopped Arizona 5-4, Colorado beat Los Angeles 11-6,
Houston defeated Cincinnati
3-1, and Pittsburgh held off
Milwaukee 8-7.
Sosa homered into the rightfield bleachers, drawing a
standing ovation and bows from
the crowd.
"Sammy's so hot, I don't
even have words to describe
it," Cubs manager Jim Riggleman said. "He's setting standards I don't know if anyone's
going to meet."
Sosa got three of the Cubs'
eight hits.

Tiger Woods finished out of contention for the fifth straight major
and Casey Martin finished making history in a cart.
Bob Tway, the 1986 PGA
Champion who also started the
round four strokes behind, bogeyed the first two holes and was
pever a factor.

Hopkinsville
team claims
Racer Classic

Sosa continues
home run surge
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

while."
Neither Jackson, Reinsdorf nor
Bulls general manager Jerry
Krause returned messages left for
them Sunday by the AP. But
Reinsdorf told the Chicago Tribune that Jackson was offered a
deal for at least his same $.6 million salary, regardless of whether
Michael Jordan and Scottie Pippen return.
That Jackson left is no surprise. After saying all season this
was it — he even coined the
Bulls' sixth championship run the
"Last Dance" — it was a question of when, not if, he would announce his departure.
So now that he's made it official, what happens to the rest of
the Bulls? Jordan, Pippen, Dennis
Rodman and six others on the
12-man playoff roster are free
agents.
Jordan once said he would only
play for Jackson, though he's retreated from that lately. Pippen,
unhappy after years of being
undervalued and underpaid, has
said repeatedly he would rather

File photo

Chicago's Sammy Sosa continued his hot hitting Sunday, hitting his 17th home run of the month. With
30 homers for the season, Sosa is just three behind major league leader Mark McGwire.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Friday's 10th Annual Racer
Classic golf tournament dodged
morning showers and moved a record 186 golfers around the
Miller Memorial Golf Course in
the fundraiser scramble to benefit
Murray State athletics.
The team from P & E Distributing from Hopkinsville won the
championship flight in the sixman scramble format with a team
score of 52. P & E team members
were David Welker, Herb Covington, Edwin White, Dan
Hampton, Rick Boling and Dennis Tomek.
The first flight winning team
posed a 55 score and was captained by Gene Garfield. Other
team members were Gary Brockway, Mikki McLeary, Bill Palmer, Sied Hassan and Martin
Milkman.
The second flight winning
score of 58 was posted by the
team from WPSD-TV, captained
by Leo Green. Team members
were Randy Overstreet, Sam Burrage, David Jernigan, Jbhn Boyer
and Keith Abell.
• See Page 9

By RONALD BLUIA
AP Sports Writer
LYON, France (AP) — Both
sides came in peace. The Americans left in humiliation.
Sunday night's 2-1 loss to Iran
left the reputation of U.S. soccer
reeling. After all the success the
Americans enjoyed during 1994
World Cup, they became firstround losers this time, eliminated
by one of the weakest teams in

the 32-nation field.
"This is very disappointing,"
goalkeeper Kasey Keller said.
"When you lose to a better team
like Germany, it's OK. But tonight, that didn't happen."
Two and out. Even the 1990
team did better than that en route
to a next-to-last-place finish.
"It's not easy. It kind of sits in
your stomach," midfielder Claudio Reyna said. "It's a bad

feeling."
As U.S. players spoke, thousands of Iranians were outside
Stade Gcrland, chanting with joy
following the first World Cup
win in the nation's history. That
sound is sure to stay with American players in coming years —
along with the clank of the ball
hitting the post and the crossbar.
U.S. players hit the post three
times and the crossbar once, un-

able to score until the game's final minutes — after they trailed
by two.
"I think kids in American tonight will be disappointed,"
Keller said.
The U.S. players put on maximum spin, trying to convince
themselves they weren't that bad.
Coach Steve Sampson shook up
the lineup, changing five starters,
.and the Americans outshot the

Iranians 27-15.
The victory set off wild celebBut they didn't connect until it
rations in Tehran, where the Unwas too late. It's not a surprise, ited States has been "The Great
given that the United States has Satan" since the Islamic Revoluscored just 15 goals in 14 games
tion toppled the U.S.-backed shah
this year.
in 1979.
"You play that game 10 times
'Tonight, again, the strong and
and we are going to win It nine arrogant opponent felt the bitter
times," U.S. Soccer Federation taste of defeat at your hands,"
president' Alan Rothenberg said. Ayatollah Ali Khamcnei, the na"Unfortunately, this was the tion's spiritual leader, said in a
10th."
.message to his team.
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Mayfield claims first win at Pocono 500

NI Jackson...
FROM PAGE 8
go somewhere else, but he too
has softened his stance. Rodman
wants to return, but only if the
rest of the gang comes back.
Jackson told Newsweek he
thinks Jordan, who scored the
title-winning basket as the Bulls
beat the Utah Jazz in six games,
will refire.
"I can't imagine him doing it
again. I don't know but I anticipate that's how he feels," Jackson told Newsweek.
Jordan's decision probably will
hinge on who replaces Jackson.
Iowa State coach Tim Floyd is a
Krause favorite, but it's unlikely
Jordan would play for him.
But Jordan would probably
play for fellow Tar Heels George
Karl or Roy Williams. Karl is out
of a job after being fired by the
arf nor
Jerry
left for
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hire all coaches, but we're getting
in a position where we'll have to
'look at doing that more because
we can't find people to fill these
coaching positions.
"I've got to work hard this
week and try to uncover every
stone to find an available teaching position," Hampton added. "I
may end up having to get out in
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the community and see who I can
find. It's getting critical because
they will start practice around
July 20 because that's when the
state will allow them to start, about the same time as the football
team. So we've got about a
month to fill the job."
Murray's girls will open the
1998 soccer season Aug. 24 at
home against St. Mary.

By DICK BRINSTER
AP Sports Writer
LONG POND, Pa. (AP) —
Had the rain started 30 minutes
earlier, Jeremy Mayfield would
have no reason to be standing on
the podium, celebrating the first
victory of his career.
"I've done it," the 29-year-old
driver said Sunday after dominating the field in the Pocono 500.
But his triumph was not certain
until the end of a bizarre race
during which some drivers opted
not to pit under a late caution
hoping rain would beat the best
car on the track because they
could not.
Not even Jeff Gordon could
beat Mayfield on this day.
"As we say in Kentucky,
'Bring it on,'" Mayfield said of

Gordon. "I'm ready for him.
He's the one to beat every week,
and I want to beat him every
week.
"Now that I've won, I'm not
going to sit here and say we're
going to win every one from here
on out, but we've certainly got a
shot to win a lot of them."
Gordon realizes that.
"He's been so close this
year," the two-time Winston Cup
champion said. "He ran a heck of
a race today."
Mayfield knows he will have
to do considerably more of that to
match the 26-year-old Gordon,
whose 32 career victories despite
his status as the youngest driver
on the circuit have turned NASCAR upside down. But Mayfield
thinks he's equal to the
challenge.

"I know that 24 (Gordon) team
is going to be tough, but we're
going to be tough also, and we
proved that today" Mayfield
said. "Rivalries, if you guys
want to make one, let's do it."
What he did Sunday was make
a little history, becoming the first
driver ever to collect his breakthrough victory at Pocono.
The shockingly easy win came
in his 125th career start. It also
padded his lead in the series
standings and further established
him as a new force in stock car
racing.
"This is the best thing that's
happened to me in my life besides my wife," he said. "I think
victory lane was more of a relief
for me today ... than anything
else I've been associated with."

Mayfield took the lead for the
final time on the 180th of 200
laps after a caution period in the
rain -interrupted race.
By doing so, he restored order
to a marathon event that at one
point featured Bobby Labonte
and Chad Little riding around
under caution hoping rain would
end the race before the leaders
_who had pitted would have
chance to race at full speed.
The race was red-flagged by
rain for 1 hour, II minutes. With
that delay and nine cautions covering 47 laps, the race lasted
5:25:40.
"This is my lifetime dream,"
Mayfield said after beating twotime defending race champion
Gordon by six car-lengths. "I
wanted to beat the best and that's
what I did."
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"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"

Chestnut St.
Murray
753-8844

•Racer Classic...
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Closest to the pin winners were
Burrage, J.R. Conkle, Linwood
Ferguson and Bob Bradley. On
the longest drive hole, McLeary
won for the women and Tim
Sweeney for the men. The
longest putt winner was Chad
Leatherwood. Closest second shot
on #8 was Randy Orr. Bob Vance
was the winner on the straightest
drive hole.
In two other tournamentrelated contests, Adam Carver
won the People's Bank Putting

Contest and Brad Clendenen won
the longest drive contest.
Ten players competed in the
Hawaiian Tropic Shootout at the
tournament's conclusion, but
none of the contestants were able
to knock an ace on the par 3 #18
hole, which would have netted
the winner $100,000.
"The tournament was a tremendous success," said MSU Director of Athletics E.W. Dennison. "The Racer Classic continues to grow in size and we
hope to take it to even greater
heights next year."

VanHoose, Vice key in
Kentucky wins Saturday
By STEVE BAILEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
They weren't chosen as the
state's top prep basketball players
for nothing.
And on Saturday, Kentucky
Mr. Basketball J.R. VanHoose
and Miss Basketball Beth Vice
served notice to the Indiana AllStars that they're ready to lead
their respective squads to a clean
sweep in the annual two-game interstate series.
Despite sitting out most of the

week with painful back spasms,
VanHoose, a 6-foot-9, 215-pound
center from Paintsville High
School, scored 24 points and
pulled down 14 rebounds as Kentucky beat Indiana 80-76.
Vice, a Montgomery County
High School standout playing in
her first game since a serious
knee injury in February, scored
16 of her game-high 24 points in
the second half as Kentucky rallied to beat Indiana 89-87.
The series now moves to Indianapolis for games at Market
Square Arena on Saturday.

SCOREBOARD
Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
111.1.11

•111.1•Oh

753-9827
Like a good neighbor.
State Farm is there
slat. Farm Insurance Companies
Horne Offices

Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
American Litmus
All Tine. COT
Ea* Division
W
L Pct. GB
Nes York
50
113
735
Boston
44
28
611
Baltimore
36
39
480
Toronto
36
39
480 17-4
Tampa Bay
31
42
425 21 -A
Central DIVISi011
W
L
Pct. GB
Cleveland
41
31
560 —
Sinnesota
35
38
479 61,4
Kansas City
43
30
411 111,4
Chicago
29
44
397 In
Detroit
44
27
380 1314
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
Anaheim
44
29
803 —
Texas
42
32
568
7%
Oakland
33
452 11
40
Sean*
44
31
413 14
Sunday's Game.
Kansas City 6. Detroit 5
Boston 3 Tampa Bay 1
Toronto 7, Baltimore 3
lAnnesola 6, Chicago While Sox 1
Seattle 10 Oakland 5
Cleveiand It, NY Yankees 0
Anaheim 10 Texas 7
Monday's Games
Montreal (Pavano 1-01 at Toronto )Guzman 3.9)
605 pm
Florida (Sanchez 3-4) at Tampa Bay (Arroyo 9-4)
606 pm
Pfirlid•Phill (Schilling 7-7) at Boston (Wakefie)d
11-3), 6.05 pm
Chicago While Sol (Fordham 1-01 at Pittsburgh
(Cordova 6-5) 606 pm
Kansas City (Rosario 3-5) at Cincinnati (Reining* 4-8), 605 pm
N V kis* (Jones 8.3) at Baltimore (Wash+
5-4) 635 pm
Atlanta (Mszldux 102) at NY Yankees
6-5) 635 pm
Cleveland (Good*, 1-3) at Chicago Cubs (Tapia* 8-5), 705 pm
lArinesota
36) at Houston aim 7
'3).
7 05 p m
Deficit (Fiona 5-2) it St Louis (Stottlemyre 7-5).
7 10 pm
Arizona (Ben* 5-7) at Touts (Burkett 4-7) 735
m
San Nor (Filcticodi 3 11 at Seattts (retain,
5-4), 906 pm
San Francisco (Rueter 6-31 at Oakland (Rine
'
,
7.3), 908 pm
LC41 Aviles (Valdes S 7) at Anaheim (Cavan*
5-2). 906 pm

a
1rA

ruling
y the
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mbers
I BurBoyer

Seattle SuperSonics a few weeks
ago. Williams has said many
times he's happy at Kansas.
Jackson has the highest winning percentage of any coach in
NBA regular-season (.738) and
playoff (.730) history. He was
coach of the year in 1996.
Jackson spent 11 of his 13
NBA seasons as a player with the
Knicks, and was a member of
their 1973 championship team.
He worked his way up through
the coaching ranks, coaching the
Albany Patroons of the CBA for
five years — often driving the
team van with one hand while
working the New York Times
crossword puzzle with the other.
He became the Bulls' coach on
July 10, 1989, replacing the fired
Doug Collins for whom he had
been an assistant the previous
two seasons.

•MHS soccer...
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National League
East Di vision
W
L
Pct. GB
Atlanta
50 25
667
New York
39
31
557
S'A
Philadelphia
36
36
500 124
Montreal
30
43
411 19
Fiords
24
50
324 254
Central Division
W
I Pct. GB
140US1041
46
28
622 —
Chicago
42
32
568
4
StLm.as
37
36
507 8-a
lAtivaukee
36
36
500 9
Pittsburgh
37
38
493
Si)
Oricinnab
10
46
395 17
West Division
W
I Pct
GB
San Diego
49
26
653 —
San Francisco
44
32
579 54
Los Angeies
36
34
486 124
Colorado
32
44
421 174
Anzona
25
50
333 24
Sunday's Gamer
Montreal 4, Atlanta 1
NV Meta 3 Florida 2
Pittsburgh 8, 1,41*au4ee 7
St Loos 5. Arizona 4
Philadelphia 7, Chicago Cubs 2
I-louston 3. Cincinnati 1
Colorado 11. Los Angeles 6
San Diego 5, San Francisco I
Tuseday's Gem..
Kansas City (Rapp 64) it Cincinnati (Klingenbeck 1-2). 11 35 am
lAnniesola (Testury 4.8) at Houston (Reynolds 7-5). 12 35 p my
Cleveland (Nagy 7-3) at Chicago Cube (Gonzalez
6-51, 1 20 p m.
San Doer Ittantion 5-7) at Seattle (Moyer 4.6)
535 pm
Montreal (Vazouez 1-8) at Toronto (Carpenter
3-2). 606 pm
Florida (Dempster 0-2) it Tampa Bay (Springer
2-10), 605 pm
PlkladaPhia (Portival 2-2) at Boston (Lose 0-5).
606 pm
Chicago White Sox (Snotka 7-7) at Pittsburgh
(Schmidt II-3), 6-05 pm
NV Mot.(Yoshi 4-3) at Baltimore (Drabek 5-7),
6 35 p m
Atlanta (GI*** 9-3) it N V Yankees (filionandez 2-0). 8 35 p m
Dolton (Thompson 5-7) at St Louis (Bothinfield
2-3). 710 pm
Arizona (Anderson 54) at Texas (Se* 1 0- )
7 35
SIBA
(Gentrier 5-3) el Oakland (Can
6o01 4-8), 9 OS p m
Los Angeles (iAlckl 3-4) at Anaheim (Washburn
3-0), 906 p.m

pm
Fraftcitoo
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24 YEAR ANNIVERSARY SALE
All Merdwandise Storewide

20010 50010 OFT
ALL WEEK!
See Below For Additional Daily Specials

NIKE DAY
June 22 MONDAY
ADIDAS DAY
June 23 TUESDAY
REEBOK DAY
June 24 WEDNESDAY
June 25 THURSDAY BASEBALL/SOFTBALL DAY
TENNIS DAY
June 26 FRIDAY
June 27 SATURDAY FINAL MARKDOWNS
-snow
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CLASSIFIED
= Just Say "Charge It"
Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
Mobile Horne Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling

Yard Sale Prices

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max

300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

160 Horne Furnishings

320
330
340
360
365
370
380
390
400
420
430
435
440

Advertisers are requested to check the
tirst insertion of their ads for any error
Murray Ledger 8 Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.

25 wd. max.

CA:
rifle
tols
Go
Mu;

CO
quo
esti

VISA

ADJUSTMENTS

1x2 ad
$7.50

Deadline
Day 8 Time
_ r. 11 a.m.
Frl. 3 p.m.
_ Iton.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p.m.
Wed 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

Publish Day
onday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

I OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon thru Fri.

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide
Reader Ads
30s pa word. $600 muumuu 1 a day 64 pa word par day for bath eridgeonal coneecuurc clay
$2 U0 cans for Shopper (Time Classifieds ao alio Shames Guide I $2_00 ears for bland boa ads

165
180
190
195
200
210
220
240
260
270
280
285
290

Ad Deadlincis

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916

(AU 3 Alik Mart Rua Maws 6 Day Period.)

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

753

TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

( I •••tilIFIEI) Al) RATI:l:
vis
$4.2.1 Calmaim Inch, 4011 Dheomat 2a/ Ras, 6011 Meow 3rd Ron.

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155

AN

1 Insertion
1 insertion

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Homo Loans
Real Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

460
470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520
530
550
560
570

CALL FOR INFORMATION

won

2 0
bike
s oi
753
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coo
cab

Card of Thanks • In Memory

445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

National Rates

WA
&

Homes For Sale
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Sport Utility Vehicles
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors
Services Offered
Utility Trailers
Free Column
Wanted

COI
staii
size
aftei

• Happy Ads
Special Price
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010

010
Legal

020

060

TOBACCO INSURANCE
Check out our price and
service A & A InsuranceRon
Alderdice
502-382-2502

Murray State University has declared the
following kerns surplus to its needs: scientific
equipment, carpet, electric motors, Chrysler
440 engine, tires, lawn equipment, vacuums,
cabinets, and other miscellaneous items.
Items may be seen at the Procurement
Services Department, General Service Building, located on Chestnut Street, Murray, KY
42071 on the dates of June 30th and July 1st
from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Bid forms (BID
MUR-220D-99) will be available at the site.
Bids will open July 7th, 1998 at 2:00 p.m.

025

Porisailt
SWF- tall, auburn hair, late
40's. professional southern
lady seeking professional
gentleman to share the
good times Send response to PO Box 1040C, Murray, KY 42071

020

030
Rnanelai

CANCER
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply If
your present policy is
over 10 years old, it
may not cover some of
the newer treatments
such as chemotherapy For free information call
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"tree local clam service'
ALTERATIONS
Murray Sewing Center
502-753-5323
ALTERATIONS
Ruth's See & Sew 7536981
FREE Pregnancy Tests.
Lifehouse. 753-0700.

ATTENTION PARENTS
Young enthusiastic college
student maloring in Early
Education is starting Story
Time for your children. All
children ages 4-10 welcome, 1 or 2 hour sessions,
beginning in June For signup & more details call
753-7130 ask for Brandi
Please hurry spaces are
filling quickly.
AVONWhether you want to buy,
sell or lust look through a
book call Tony. at
435-4026
MACHINE Quilting Regular size, $31.50 Murray
Sewing Center 753-5323
HOUSE of Clothes, $1.00
per item Mon-Sun. Ott
Kiricsey Hwy left on 464, 5
miles. 489-2243.

•
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital. a leader in
providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee. announces
the followingjoh openings
"
•

able. Education and experience preferred. Must be available to work on a
flexible scheduled.

s
;

CHILD
CARE
FLOATER
TEACHER: PRN positions avail-

•
For details contact:
Human Resources
(502) 762-1106
1•

r

•
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MURRAY
CALLOWNY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

l'opl.tr Ntret-1 • Murray. Kentucky 12n7 I
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DISABILITY MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT INSURANCE
If you are under age 65 and qualify for
MEDICARE due to disability we offer
several Medicare Supplement Policies,
All Medicare Supplement Policies are now
standardized into 10 plans offering different
levels of benefits. We can write 7 of the plans
on an "almost guaranteed issue" and the
policies will be issued at the lowest available
premium.
We represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service.
Please give us a call for a rate quote.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY
753-4199 Nationwide

1-800-455-4199

CRi
plan
6"Xi
sarx
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753.
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Legal
Notice

NotIce
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HAVING trouble getting a
bank
loan?
Call
1-800-289-0521
050
Lott and Found
MISSING: "Rowdy- black
Lab/ Collie mix. Area o
Clayton Rd or Old Salem
Rd. Has white on 1 front
paw. Sadly missed. Call
759-3020 anytime.
060
help Wanted
WEEKLi
Stuffing envelopes at
home. Free details. Rush
(long
self
addressed
stamped envelope) to:
ACE Dept 1209 PO Box
5769, Diamond Bar, CA
91765.
ATTENDANTS Needed:
& part-time. Earn
5500+ per week. No experience necessary. Will
train. Looking for certified
nail technician & stylist.
Apply at Murray Men s
Club Salon & Spa, 304
Maple St, Murray
759-9555.
AVON
SMoneyl Money' Money'
Build a thriving business
through Avon leadership
Management 1-888-6696820 Ind/sIs/rep
COA or COT needed for
busy physicians office.
Training provided for motivated individual. Excellent
benefits. Mon-Fri. Send resume & references to: PO
Box 1040-K. Murray, KY
42071_
COLDWELL Banker
Woods and Associates is
expanding
Agents
needed, training available
753-1651
COMMUNITY Alternatives,
Kentucky, a progressive
company that provides set
vices to people with mental
retardation/ developmental
disabilities, has the following positions available
Staffed Residence Providers, Leisure Trainers, Community Habilitation Instructors Applicants must have
a high school diploma/
GED, valid driver's license,
reliable transportation, and
must be willing to work
flexible hours
Call
(502)527-2255 Of send resumes to Ms Peeler, Community Alternatives, Kentucky, PO Box 39, Symsonia, Kentucky 42082
EOE/M/F/DN
COMPUTER Users Needed Work own hrs 520k$75k/yr 1-800-348-7186
x486

DOLLIES
World Class Men's Club
now hiring entertainers
Earn $1,000 plus per
week
Managers, wait
resses & door persons
also needed Work for the
Call
best
around
(901)247-3965

Now Hiring!
SALARIED &
HOURLY
MANAGERS
Murray Restaurant
We offer &amble hours,
paid vacalion, health insurance,stock purchase
plan, tuon aid program
and many opportunities
Ion advancement Send
resumes to
P.O. Box 7809
Paducah, KY 42002

Domestic&
Childcare

Domestic&
Childcare

PART-TIME custodial, early mornings Mon-Fn. 2025hrs per week Starts in
Jul 753-0724
PROGRAMMER for Visual
Basic 5 0 using ODBC 32
understanding Windows
NT, Flash 95. Send resume to: PO Box 2138,
Paris, TN 38242.
SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
in America. Call 11am4pm, Mon-Sat, 753-2971.

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553

WILL clean your home,
trailer, etc Outside. Clean
gutters also. Free estimates. 436-5269.

THE Federal Materials
Company is now taking
applications for ready mix
operators at our Murray location. Good benefits.
health & life insurance.
401k plan, Holidays & Vacation pay. and profit sharing, CDL preferred but not
required. Applications may
DRIVERS/ OTR
Due to customer demand be picked up at the plant
Jolliff Transportation is on C.C. Lowery Rd in Murnow hinng teams) singles. ray or at the main office
2425 Wayne Sullivan Dr in
Plenty of miles. Earn Paducah.
753-3355,
$2,300 bonuses 1st year 753-9311.
Don't miss out on a great WANTED- Responsible
opportunity. Call 800-873- person to work part-time,
5653 Mon 8am- Sat Noon_ good wages, friendly
atEXPERIENCED grill cook, mosphere. Apply at Check
servers, kitchen help. Mart, Hazel. 492-6116.
Weekends & holidays a
must. Apply in person at
Murray
Country Club,
College Farm Rd.
KIRKSEY'S Almo Cafe
now accepting applications
for experienced full time
night cook. For appointment call 489-6132.
MURRAY HOME & AUTO
Lawn & Garden Division
Chestnut St
2 Full time positions open
in sales and parts. Apply in
person.

070

070
Help Wanted

CERTIFIED Nursing As
sistants. Ready to do tha
care of your sick. Anywhere from 1 hour to 24
hour care. References furnished. 759-0765 or 4365269.
CHILDCARE available
Almo area. 3yrs & up,
weekdays. Meals & activities included 753-9077

MOLD BUILDER

DO you have a loved one
who needs care? I have WILL
keep children in my
over 10 years experience
home. State certification
(and excellent references)
taking care of the sick & pending. More info call
elderly Please call me if 489-2056.
you need help, ask for WILL sit with the elderly or
Brenda, 753-2637
sick Experienced
FULL-time babysitting in 474-2386
my home, Mon-Fri days
8yrs experience. Any age!
Call 767-0731.

100
Business
Opportunity

DO you have a loved one
who. needs a caring sitter?
15yrs experience as a
caregiver. Medical trained.
References available. Will
sit in home or nursing
home. 435-4047.

BUSINESS For Sale
Owner wants to retire.
Good part time cash business. No sales or collections. Will train, work 3
days. Must have good
transportation. Call
435-4137 after 5pm

IN home licensed daycare
close to town has openings. 767-0791

FOR Rent Approx
1700sq ft warehouse
space or convert to office
Space 12th & Story street
Murray 12ft overhead
door Contact Nathan at
502-575-6200

LIL' Susie's house cleaning
- windows Exp ref
34 5 - 2325
or
1-800-456-7237
VERY loving, honest &
trustworthy care giver. Will
care for the elderly. Experienced, well trained, responsible with references
Ask for Annette or leave
message, 474-9865

120

Say

FOR
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HARVEST WORKERS
needed for two different employers. Employment
dates are as follows:
7/31/98 to 3/15/99
7/31/98 to 12/31/98
Guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. All tools
provided at no cost. Free housing provided for
non-commuting workers. Transportation and subsistence reimbursed to worker upon completion of
50% of contract. Pay rate is $5.92 per hour.
Interested workers should contact the local Employment Security office.

2 PERMANENT JOB

FOR
shel\
is thr
436-.

OPENINGS

A Large International Company is looking for two (2) career minded person to capitalize on an opportunity in your
area.
We provide:
'From $25K to $35K first year earning potential
* Heath, Life, Dental Insurance, plus 401K Saving & Stock
Purchase.
• Three (3) weeks company paid training, plus on the job
training.
'Meht promotions, management possible within six (6)
months.
• Year guaranteed starting income will be $400.00/week.
• Strong desire to independently succeed.
'Excellent public relations skill. • Competitive

Ci
to

Sportsminded Track Record
For confidential personal interview
Call Today 9:30 AM to 6:30 PM
502-247-3700 - Ask for Deana McDaniel
EOE/WF

Computers
COMPUTER Repair, Installation, Back-up Call
Justin Crosser, 759-8662

WILL do house cleaning
Call 474-2131

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds

Dial-A-Service
You Can Advertise Here For $6.00
per week - (13 week minimum)

DIAL

can 753-1914

753-1916

AI r..Merrarspepor Irktrair

P

(Clip This Ad And Save For A Handy Reference)

Plastics Manufacturer seeking journeyman
toolmaker. Successful candidate will have a
minimum of 5 years experience in plastic
injection molding industry. CNC experience
and personal tools required. We offer competitive salary and benefits package. Reply to P.O.
Box 766, Hopkinsville, KY 42241, Attention:
Rita Brown.

Well established Auto Dealership looking to
hire energetic, motivated salespeople to fill
Immediate positions. Benefits include insurance, 401K, vacation and selling the 41 car
sold In America.
Apply In person at

Toyota of Murray
1307 So. 121h • No Phone Calls Please

POSITION AVAILABLE
The Murray Ledger & Times is accepting
applications for a reporting position. Candidates
must possess strong writing and reporting skills. A
knowledge of AP style is also a must. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance, paid
holidays, paid vacation.
Send resume, clips and letter to:

Amy Wilson
The Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071.

/ANTIQUE BOOTH SPACE AVAILABLE
Charlie's Antique Mall in downtown Hazel, Ky. is
currently renting space. Charlie's is the largest
mall in Hazel with heating and air. 10'x 10' spaces
are $55.00p/month and 10% commission. We are
open year around 7 days p/week. If you want good
sales and friendly service drop by or give us a call.
No tax number or lease required. You bring and
price/we do the rest. Remember, your first month
is always rent FREE at Charlie's.

4'1LIRI t,''S AN1UFE MALI.

1
0
"1 SODA INWATIAIN
303 Male SL, P.O. Box 196 Hazel, KY 42049
E-Mall: CharileslOitael.com
Owner: Ray Gough • (502) 492-8175
10:00-5:00 • Sat 10:30-5:00 • Sun 1:00-5:00

(
"
Insured

Completely Mobile

David's Cleaning Services
"We • Specialize in Cleaning"
Vinyl Siding • Hanes • Mobile Homes • Boats • Brick
David Borders
Phone (502) 759-4734

/Commercial Waste
Disposal
All Types of Refuse Service

1-800-585-6033
SALES F YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUR OF WORK, OR
YOU JUST NAVE A "J08"
Do you Imo scowl Do you era e• ern KOK • pa yawl Do am rani a bine&
Plane fikeflO•Welne I auu001.0 el flee 5PM* Ns weer service Ionia in
CI We*VId earearreri ems we osnisory erarnumana The ma raw
*obey * sue be pore Ware edlawelleeed we to warn asaxwary
mew fey IA et* um.*tor said erre abs *weed level seelly acme
board ma lama to• gene will rem en mom bat sat ler me 5 you ram
free duiMesione I weed very rffludr erloy WM,ID Mr and 11411111rt Se b.'
our comma hie a of*

Murray Memorial Gardens
Call lk Shophord
11-4 Mon -Se • (502) 753-2971
Cal tog dleartiene N maned No mourns* Owe
I Ake people, nel paper

E.O.E.

Ed's Wheel Alignment

J

Alignment & Compleu Brake Strict,
Struts and Shocks etc.
Mon FrL
1.01-4N

Jona Ownrr
'mon
A
1512) 753-1151

Whata Way to Start the Week'

Now - Dial
Advertise Here!

INSURANCE
Lou V.

McGary

Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare
does ncepay. S760 on Part A;SIO0 on Pan B. Call me for
more information.

FREE

HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

121 Park 'N' Sell
121 By Pass

753-3985 lait
Next to Hickory Log

AUCTION
GET THE MOST FOR YOUR ITEM
Let us put your item in the largest auction on the world
wide web (interne:). This service is especially great for
the item that would take that special "hard to find" buyer.
Results in just 7 days. No item is to large or small in
value. Give us a call and we will talk with you about the
compatibility of your item for this type of auction. We
handle every detail for you including the shipping of the
item.
PRICES FOR OUR SERVICES
Non-Refundable Insertloa Fee Per Item: $12.00
Commission Of Selling Price: 20%
If your Mena doesn't sell no commission Is owed
Contact Us Fur Details
1.11,t111 1:14 ,IATIQUE
A
SODA 1111"NTAIN 1"*"
3413 Male SL, P.O. Ins 116 • Haul, KY 421•1
Charileslkiteacorn
Owsiar Ray Gousb • (302) 492-11175
F 10.11111-5•1141 • SaL 1111311-5:00 • Sun-1:011-5:1141

c Murray-Calloway
County Hospital
762-1100

•

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

110

150
Pada
For OW

ANTIQUES & collectibles
1 piece or all Call
753-9433

KENMORE portable washer & dryer Wornans lOsp
bike Exercise bike Best
otter 767-9658

CASH for G.I. Joe toys old
or new 753 7185
CASH paid for good, used
rifles shotguns and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
COLLECTIBLES & Antiques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753 3633
WANTED Riding mowers
& 4-wheelers that need
work 436-2867
150
Articies
For Sale
2 MATCHING mountain
bikes & brand new Panasonic camcorder
753-6348. after 3pm.

•

ALMOND color 30" electric
cook stove, $50. 4dr file
cabinet. $50 753-0814.
COMBINATION
wind
stainless steel Several
sizes, 3 track 759-4521
after 5pm.
CRAFTSMAN 6" joiner
planer, $200 Craftsman
6"X48" floor model belt
sander, $100 12" tablesaw (no motor), $75
753-0814
FOR sale: Kodiak wood
stove, 25" console tv. 7539613.

Tient

FOR Sale: Ty Beanie Babies: Princess, Peace &
Retired Beanies.
753-5318.

.00ls
I for
subin of

FOR
Sale:
Video's,
shelves, etc. All you need
is the store or room.
436-2714 days.

OUT.

Ern-

mom.,

270

Want
To Buy

1 a

3)0b

"STOP"

JD 6600 COMBINE, 16h
header 492-8516

HALEY'S

200
Sports Equipment

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

x (6)
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Come & Discover!
1000 Blooming Varieties
Hardy Daylilies & Hosta.

i;

Shade Seatmg • Refreshments
Photographers Welcome! Car Tours Available
Gift Plant with purchase
Tues.-Sat. 9-5

1

Bethel Gardens

.1

94 East 2 miles follow signs • 753-2993

June Special!
Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to..

Wiggins Furnitur
e
4
2 miles N of Murray on 641 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Deliver • 753-4566

Pot 0' Gold
Variety & Pawn
12th St. -

Hwy 641

Murray, KY 42071
502-767-9113
Across from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet in
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center

LOANS ON ALMOST ANYTHING
Car titles - keep the car - pawn title
Jewelry, Guns, CD's, Tools, Lawn Equipment,
Stereo's, TV's, VCR's, Motorcydes, RV's.

EI A Good Thing LI
Comigitment Honk' furtmlatugv
\ re tou fins ine Ito t 011 ha% &. rtirnjtiii
stored? Are on tired of our old (let or.'
to us help you turn sour unhanted ikons lino ma'ii

WIIV CONSIGN?

c, %%tidy oc do thc o•irk • II..'.'k
I ou mike
frit str‘iti
.141%$rtising (us' • I
I-I'
MAC% unwanted phone tall% S
iedits • rersiiiiAl
trienill At
phere ‘11.1%.‘1'S!
It heriur )1111 ket: liNPACIPtg
ccI
11./111e, 14111111.1
the 11,
rind it at A GINhi !MIS. 1014
consignmi-no. nuns cikt-cpted
lornrr of 12th & tiliadalr • 502-75.1271.1

112I

ALPINE.
blockfordrosgab.

clarion*
(Or II CS

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center

(2) 12X MOBILE Homes
$2,000/ea, Delivered
753-7975
12X56 2BR, 1 bath, central air 753-7564
1984 BUCCANEER 14x80
3br, 2 baths, appliances,
central h/a 753-9866.

Wiggins will pay all sales tax
through the month of June.

1308 S.

LOCAL hunting club needs
2 or 3 members. We have
1400 acres leased from
Westvaco in Southeastem
Calloway Co. We have excellent deer, turkey &
small game hunting for the
entire family for $325/yr.
Call Todd at 759-1880 or
753-2315 after 5pm if
you're interested.
270
Mobait Monts For Sale

OPEN GARDENS

fo PI

24X64 DOUBLEWIDE eibr
2 bath large lot, 2 miles
east $32,000 Call
753-9812

rtments For Rant

1

38R stove/ refrigerator
ftsnahed Central h/a De
posit & leave required
1303 Chestnut Si
759-4696

28X52 CLAYTON doublewide, 3 bedroom, 2 baths, CURRENTLY taking appli
priced at $36,900 Take cations for rental assis
$1,000.00 off of price or lance on 1,2 & 3br units for
receive a $1,000.00 re- qualified applicants Apply
bate to use as you like at at Mur Cal Apartments
Gateway Mobile Homes 902 Northwood Dr Equal
Opportunity
Benton, KY
502-527- Housing
TOD* 1-800-247-2510
1427
ALL new Doublewides in EMBASSEY apts now
MOWERS, money back
leasing Nice 2br $300.
stock
now
guarantee 753-8292
have
a
central
gas heat, c/a, close
$2,000.00 rebate until
MUST Sell' Extra sharp 16
30, 1998 Come and to campus No pets ColeJune
inch chrome wheels & ALMO COUNTRY STORE
see them at Gateway Mo- man RE 753-9898
205/55 low profile Good- Concrete lawn ornaments,
bile Homes, at the Draffen- NICE 2br duplex $450.
water garden plants and
year American Eagle tires
yule
Benton, KY, Ph: 1819 Ridgewood 2BR ga6 months old with only accessories
Perinnials,
rage apt, $300, 530 Broad
502-527-1427
shrubs,
12,XXX miles Tires were
trees Angels &
753-7457
ALL
new
singlewides in
over $400 new, will take cherubs in our gift shop
stock
now
have
a HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
$200 Wheels were $1,000 753-1934
$1,000.00 rebate until KY now taking applications
new, will take $400 or
HOFFMAN'S NURSERY
June 30, 1998 Come and You must be 62. hand$550 for all Serious inWEEKLY BARGAINS
see
them at Gateway Mo- icapped, or disabled Rent
quires only 759-9632 ask
Greenhouse
bile Homes, Benton, KY. based on income Handfor Amy or leave message
icapped accessible Equal
Select hanging baskets
Ph: 502-527-1427
Housing Opportunity
SEE us for your barn or roof $5.99. Potted Roses 50%
FOR sale 14x60 Clayton, TDDI 1-800-247-2510
metal Cut to length Cov- off. Mini Roses 50% off.
2br, 1 bath, c/a, all appli- 527-8574 or 492-8721
ers 36 inches, many colors
Perennials
Economy Metal & Supply
Whirling Butterflies, 3gal ances including w/d & mi- KENTUCKY Lake, LakeCo 489-2722
50% off. Blue Fescue,1gal crowave Setup & delivery, land Wesley Village, 1br
$7500. 753-6885
apartment, utilities inSLIDING glass door cooler 50% off. Canna 3gal, 50%
280
cluded. rent based on inoff.
from grocery store, asking
come 62 & older, or handiMobile Homes For Rent
Nursery Stock
$500. Also, electnc cash
cap & disabled. Equal
register with tapes, asking Crepe Myrtle 1gal, $3.99.
Housing Opportunity.
7
MILES
"Little
east
Princess"
of
Spirea
Murray,
$100 or consider some
502-354-8888
large
3gal, $10.00. Bradford
private lot Call Linzy
trade 436-6081
Pears, $29.00. "All" Yews Beane 436-2582
MURRAY
MANOR
TY Beanie Babies for sale
25% off. "All" Junipers
APARTMENTS Make it
2BR
753-6012
Ears, Quackers. Gracey &
your home' Great 1 or 2br
25% off.
more Call 492-8566 after
apartments with great
2BR trailer No pets Refer
Garden Center
5pm
ences needed
Call price, central h/a, laundry
Patio Shoppe
facilities Office hours
Garden tools 25% off. Ta- 753-9866
8am-5pm, Mon -Fri.
ble top fountains 25% off.
(502)753-8668, Equal
285
Select patio candles 50%
Housing Opportunity
Mobile
23 1CU ft chest freezer, off. Patio furniture 30% off.
Home Lots For Rent
$200 753-0237
Hwy. 94 East
NEW lbr apt, all appliances
including
w/d, $325/mo
Mon-Sat
8am-5pm
'4
ACRE,
$100/mo.
KITCHENAIDE washer, 5Deposit required
753-6012
Sunday 12pm-4pm
6wks old. $450 new. ask436-5725
759-4512
ing $350 firm. 759-2418.
112 ACRE lot for mobile
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or
SMALL engine repair Call home, north of Murray
3-4br house w/washer &
753-0260.
492-6159
dryer, furnished, near
100
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
190
St 753-1252 before 5pm.
Farm
753-0606 after 5pm
Equipment

Rental and Sales

;lock

BEDDING SETS
Discontinued floor samples twin full, queen king
Starting at $209 while they
last Crass Furniture, 103 S
3rd, downtown Murray

MOVING SALE,
Sofa, file cabinet, Nordic
Track, kitchen items, mir- 42" HATACHI big
screen
ror. washer & dryer, com- tv Excellent condition Enputer desk, dinette set. tertainment
center with
bike, smoker For more in- glass doors
Both are light
formation, please call
oak 753-2753 or 1-800762-4549. Leave message
455-3001 ask for Glen or
if there is no answer
Manlyn

Why Pay Higher Prices
Laa.2 On A Rental Vehicle?

) cayour

320
Homes For Sal.

753-0113

1985 FLEETWOOD 14x70.
2br, dishwasher, microwave, central h/a
753-9866
BAD CREDIT, BANKRUPTCY REPO'S &
CHARGE OFFS Been
turned down over & over?
Don't give upl We specialize in credit problems One
phone call can be the turning point to putting you in
that new home of your
dreams Don't waitl Call
nowl Wilson Home Center
Inc , Murray, KY
1-800-540-7956, Ext 101

16X80 BELMONT, 4 bedroom, 2 baths for only
$24.900 with central air.
Take
an
additional
$1000.00
off
or
a
$1000.00 rebate. Gateway
Mobile Homes, Benton,
KY. Ph: 502-527-1427.
1993 FRANKLIN mobile
home 16X80 3 bedroom, 2
full bath, extra nice 50gal
hot water tank, hardwood
floor dining room. Located
in Fox Meadows.
753-7731. .
1997 DUTCHESS 14X72
2br. 2 bath, vinyl siding &
shingled roof, gas heat &
stove, central air $20,000
753-3716, 251-0031

ii

2BR Lvirpuri stuve. re
trigerator furnished Gas
heat $325/mo • deposit
Lease required 415
S 10th St 759-4696
2BR, stove/ refrigerator
furnished $375/no • deposit Lease required 711
Payne St 759-4696
2BR, stove and retngera
tor, w/d hookup, central h/a
$475/mo 12 month lease.
1 month deposit 4 miles N
No pets 753-2259 or
527 8174
3BR, 2 bath 753 4444
NICE 2br central air stove
refrigerator, w/d Lease, no
animals storage shed
near college $500 deposit
$500/mo 753-7920
2BR, 1 1 /2 bath brick house
with carport, deck, C/H Air,
w/d hook-up, stove & refrigerator furnished, also
building
has storage
Close to MSU $475/mo
plus deposit & 1yr lease.
No pets. Call 753-1071 after 5pm or leave message.

360

JUNE 22

46u

Rentals

Hwy 299
Mini Storage

489-6166
489-2796
365
For Soho
Or Lease

. FOR LEASE
Large 3 bedroom
house with 1 or 2
bedroom basement
apt. Large fenced
backyard, 1 Nock
from urtiv. NO PETS.

759-2174
380
Pets & Supplies

11

1998

450
Per Saks

Farms For Sete

1,
, STORY 3br 2 bath
Dining room and kitchen
,„,ing room with fireplace
double garage on one acre
lot 759 0388 or 753 4286

3 4BR house tonal..105 ft
commercial road kontage
521 S 4th St $34,900 Re
cent appraisal for $38.000
753 8767

2 NEW 3br brick Both with
all appliances & double
garage One includes hot
tub & large attic Both located on•Metcalf Ln in
North Villa Subdivision
437-4783 or 753-8237

3BR 1,4 bath fenced
backyard, landscaped
3yrs old
Low 80 s
753 6725

2 STORY brick home
w/fireplace. 3br. 2 baths,
family
neighborhood,
fenced backyard, detached
garage
Asking
$58,750 518 So 6th St.
Murray 759-2128
2BR brick w/d, refrigerator
& stove, garage with storage, fenced yard. almost
new roof
319 Irvan
$47.000 753-4074
3BR brick home LR. Kden comb. 1112 bath w/extra shower & vanity in utility_ Central gas ha. Shady
lot. $80,000 804 Guthrie
Call 436-2425 or 753-0248
leave message.

3BR 2 bath central hie
garage appliances Cole
man RE 753 9898
NICE 2br starter home or
perfect for rental property
Gas heat carport & utility
415 S 10th $34,900
435-4602 or 753-8767
OPEN Daily New 4br, 3
bath house at 2006 Rugby
Dr in Campbell Est Also
100X175 wooded lot for
sale Call 753 3903
RELOCATING
MLS*27196 Owner anxious to sell home in the
country $BR, 2 bath brick
1825sq ft in TN Be in
Murray or Pans in 25 minutes
but live in the country.
$69,900 Marty, Moody
Realty Co
1-800-642-5093
2BR. garage, vinyl siding.
triple deep lot $29,900
Firm. 435-4602 753-8767
470
Motorcycles

AKC Lab pups Yellow &
chocolate Available now
Both parents on premises
3BR brick, private fence,
Call (502)924-9526
central h/a. 703 N 18th
AKC Lab pups, black, 563,000 753-4074
shots, wormed, vet
•A GREAT BUY'
checked, parents on site
4BR, gas heat, 521 S 4th. To good homes only. great By Owner 3br, 2 bath, 5+
$250/mo. Lease & deposit with children
Call acres, 2,000 sq ft Open
House Sat & Sun June
required. 759-4696.
(502)753-1490
1996 HONDA 300 EX
27th & 28th 9am-5pm
360
AKC Registered yellow 7693 St Rt 121 S. Murray
$3,000 obo 753-8181,
Labs 8weeks old 4 fe- 436-2832
NNW
767-9026 after 4 30pm
males 1 male $125/each
1996 YAMAHA Virago
BY OWNER
13X24 STORAGE building 436-5246 after 3pm
1100 . 3400 miles, red &
with 10X10 overhead door. ANGEL fish Assorted baby 1197 Crossland Road. impearl white, saddle bags,
Located at 5 Points. More angel fish 759-0589 be- mediate possession, 3br
bnck, 1 bath, fireplace in engine guards, new windinfo. Rogers Enterprises, tween 6pm -9prn
den on 1.5 acre lot with shield, lots of chrome.
753-5140.
DOG obedience classes or many trees. Located 4 $6500 502-753-0853 Murprivate Serving Murray 17 miles from MSU Make an ray.
years 436-2858
offer. Call 489-2756.
DUNE buggy, tube type
EXPERIENCED dog train- FOR Sale By Owner 3br, VW engine, needs work
Sizes
ing available Trained from 2 bath ranch style home
437-4545
.11ilable
7wks to adult dogs If inter- Approx 1800 sq ft. 2 car
ested call 767-0731
490
attached garage Located
753-5585
in good neighborhood
UssitCani
390
492-8676 days, 753-6984
CREEKVIEW
LivestoCk&5upplies
nights
1966 FORD Mustang, 3sp.
NICE 2br, 1 bath apart- Self-storage warehouses
ment, all appliances Great on Center Drive behind
MUST sell immaculate 1 5cyl, excellent condition.
BELGUIMS, 2 mares in
location. Call Mur-Cal Re- Shoney's $20-$40/mo
Various size suites
owner home. perfect for red/ white top $6,500
759-4081
alty 753-4444
excellent shape. Call after first time
Walnut Plaza
home owner or 474-8786
dark (502)354-6705.
104 N. 5th
SOUTHWOOD Dr, 2br duolder couple. 3BR, 1 bath, 1993 MAZDA Kate conNeon Beach
430
plex including appliances,
carport, low utilities, 12yrs vertible, red, 5sp. owner,
753-8302 or
1
Mini-Storage
$455/mo plus deposit. No
Reel Estste
old. Broad St, 753-7455 adult
driven,
73.XXX
753-9621
pets. Available June 1
days, after 6.30 753-1623 miles. $9,300
All Size Unrts
obo.
4 CAR shop for rent
435-4294
10 ACRES in Kirksey ask for Pam.
Available
759-4480.
753-4509
VERY nice 2b4-, 1V, baths
area.
$20,000. Call 489753-3853
OFFICE Of store space in Townhouse Appliances
2056 after 5pm.
Southside Shopping Cen- furnished w/washer &
10+ ACRES, Hardwood
C-STORAGE
ter 753-4509, 753-6612
dryer, $500/mo, lyr lease,
10x15 storage units, 4th St trees, 9/10 of a mile from
1 mo deposit. No pets
& Sycamore E Next to
KY Lake. Good homesite,
753-2905, 753-7536.
320
Cunningham Auto Repair.
private entrance off of
Apartments For Rent
753-3571
main road, $28,000. Seriifyou are looking for quality WV want to be yi oar
Rooms
inquires only please
ous
building contractor. With blueprint.: &
1BR available now, near
For Rent
lions ue can give you a contract price before we
Call 474-8704.
EASTSiDE
MSU. Stove, refrigerator
start.11 you are undecided we work on a ile't plus
SLEEPING
room
all utilities furnished, $325.
5 ACRES, water, septic,
bask.
$150/mo Coleman RE,
Coleman RE. 753-9898.
electric, 2 miles KY Lake,
ply w it Ii ulli he new city building codes.
e
753-9898
474-8786
We also specialize iii construction id lake
STORAGE
home.. large or small.
167, ACRES Fenced with
1,2 & 3BR units available
340
119 main • 753-6266
1977 mobile home 8 miles
immediately Apply at MurHouses
Cal Apartments,902 Northout of Murray off 94 E on
For Rent
NORTHWOOD storage
Chapel Rd $47,000
wood Dr. Equal Housing
.Buifit
t,tic too.,
.
502-762-0055
Opportunity. 759-4984. 2 3BR bride, shade, w/d presently has units availhook-up
able. 753-2905 or
No pets
(5(12) 753-8343
TDD* 1-800-247-2510
ACREAGE
$395/mo. 753-6931
753-7536
4+ Acres, off of Highland
1BR apt available, all apRd Mature trees, private
pliances, larger than most
road, good building site,
Call Mur-Cal Realty
9/10 mile from Ky Lake,
753-4444
$10,000 Call 474-8704 af-One Call IVIORRIS
Vr
1BR Diuguid Dr Call Coleter 5pm
man Realty 753-9898
Does
Repucement
HALEY Appraisals Bob
4101
1 OR 2br apts near downHaley, state certified
town Murray starting at
759-4218
it Air
HOME IMPROVEMOn
wrx"
$200/mo 753-4109
3BR, 2 bath 9 miles on
121 north. $500/mo plus
deposit. 489-2296.
3BR house for rent, carport, appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898

641 Storage
All

Office Space

1

Now is a Great Time to Build

'Bruce Green

2BR, 1.5 bath in Cambridge $500/mo, lease, no
pets Has all appliances
plus full size washer/ dryer.
Brand new unit on two
levels. Call Grey's Properties, 759-2001

For Sale
1503 Oxford Drive: 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, great
room with fireplace, dining room, decks, workshop, 1 year old central gas heat/air

753-9262

2BR, 2 bath with garage,
central h/a, appliances
furnished, $525/mo, 1 yr
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets, 753-2905 or
753-7536.

BLOW OUT SALE! New
models arriving Must make
room Lot models drastically redUraed
Save.
UTHOUSANDSSS Wilson's Home Center Mur2BR Brick duplex in nice
ray, KY, 1-800-540-7956 or
neighborhood, 1 mi from
502-767-0000
town Large kitchen & living
room, deck, stove, refrigerTWO custom built dou
ator, w/d hookup attic, cenblewides to choose from
tral h/a, $375/mo plus de&SONE DOLLARSS over
posit 1906A Greenbrier Dr
cost at Wilson's Home Cen753-2506 after 4 30pm
ter The lot with PLYWOOD
floors. Murray, KY
2BR central gas h/a, ap1-800-540-7956 or
pliances furnished
502-767-0000.
$300mo Coleman RE,
753 9898
16X60 BELMONT, 2 bedroom. 1 bath, $22,000 00
Take
an
additional
$1,000.00 off or receive a
$1,000.00 rebate to use
as you like Gateway Mobile Homes, Benton, KY
Ph 502-527-1427.

340
Nooses For Rime

MONDAY

28R. duplex, central h/a,
stove refrigerator, dishwasher, w/d hook-up Coleman RE 753-9898

LOTS near Irvin Cobb Re
sort for sale 436-5811
100X175 WOODED lot for
sale in subdivision with
many prestigeous homes
All city utilities. Priced at
$18,500 Call 753-3903 for
further information
450

6500 Sq. Ft. 2 yr. old home on 1&±- acres. 4
B.R.,4 full & 2 half baths, L.R., D.R., study,
family, kitchen, breakfast area. Upstairs den,
3 car garage. Large spacious rooms. Hardwood floors downstairs.

435-4558 for app.
GATESBOROUGH COLONIAL

2BR near campus No pets
Call 753 1203

2BR apt , eat-in kitchen,
large living room, hardwood floors throughout, refrigerator & stove, central
$350/mo plus $350
deposit Must sign lease.
753-5592
3BR. 2 bath. 4 miles 121
South_ $400 month rent/
deposit 489-2296
2BR duplex. 1409 Hillwood. $375/mo. 759-4406.

Painting - Siding - Roofing - Plumbing
Water Damage- Pest Damage - Structural Repair
Licensed & Insured
Free Estimates

(502) 759-4599

•

2BR duplex, central h/a,
dishwasher, microwave,
w/d hook-up No pets
$420/mo Security deposit
492-8393

2BR upstairs apt 4 miles
on 121S No pets $285/mo
• deposit, 489 2296

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St

Beautifully decorated, 4,350 sq. ft. spacious, 5
BR,31/a baths, study w/custom cherry cabinets,
large closets, play/tv room, 16x33 family room
w/FP, living room,formal dining room,front &
rear staircase, eat-in kitchen w/breakfast bar,
appliances, interior & ext. French doors, hardwood floors, 2 car garage w/workshop &
finished loft, attic storage, large yard, brick
patio, privacy fence, quiet dead end street, new
siding & roof'96. City or county schools. Great
buy at $219,000.

Call 7534276, 753-0998 for appt.

2204 Quail Creek Dr.

Farm* Ferrol.

Charbroiled

Hickory Smoked
BBQ
Kitts

aasliy
I lb BBC)
g Bum
Pk& Celt cia.

Tettderlioin Pt.4. Pea Sae
$10.99

1/ail

Burgers
[No l'ond itaistql
Calf is!)

Lunch SprCials II

'.s'__

a.m.-2 p.m.

75 ACRE Farm 25 in tim
ber 435-4485
IN TENNESSEE
MLSI27370, 11 acres, tobacco ground w/tobacco
barn Has working greenhouse. 3br, 2 bath, central
h/a, beautiful landscape
Marty, Moody Realty Co
1-800-642-5093
460
Homes For Sate
100°. FINANCING evade
ble to qualified buyer 3br
new carpet. great for first
time home buyer Call Ed
wine, Grey's Properties
759-2001 or 767-9435
MLS*350,
)-In

Your Ad
Could
Be
Here!

-

MEW
lemma,

d6'

Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homes.com
E-mail: carolwood@msn.corn

Lamb Brothers
Rooting Company

Vs

We do any 8. all types of roofing.
Family Owned & Operated
Paul Lamb

759-6081 • 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates • 21 hour Emergency Service

4#

4
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530

1986 TOYOTA MR 2 One
owner very good shape
inside and out Auto, bright
red, alloy wheels Must
Selll Going over seas
$2000 759-0816

1995 SUNCRUISER pontoon teal 8 'minion color.
Nauru top 1151ip Evinrude
Apprx 30hrs like new
435-4602 or 559-8510

1981 FORD mid-size wagon, auto, air, runs good
$750 1983 Dodge piu,
4cyl. 5sp. with camper
shell. $950 Must sell
767-0508

1994 LOWE 22ft deck
boat witrailer. 120hp John
son motor, depth finder,
anchor, cover. radio &
tape player, cooler Like
new, very
hrs
low
$12,500 Ph 435-4525

1985 DODGE 600. white
convertible, red interior.
new tires, new JVC radio.
new vinyl top
Really
sharp $2,675. 753-6917
1986 CHEVROLET Celebrity, runs good, $800 Daytime 753-3153. evening
436-5070

1996 VIP Vision, 171 2n
excellent condition 437
4545
60HP Evinrude motor
easy load trailer, Alumna
Craft boat All fire damaged Make offer 502
436-2106 leave message

26FT puritouri It. au aluminum
no wood to replace Heavey duty foam
filled tubes Asking only
$3995 Don t buy a boat
until you've seen this Call
759-1894 leave message
530
San/ices Offered
1
3 D DOZING
Backhoe sepbc, 8 gravel
hauling Driveways, found
awns 502 437 4969
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spraying, serving Murray, Caboway County since 1980
Free estimates 437-3044
or 492 8737

1986 PLYMOUTH Reliant
SE, 4dr station wagon
Good shape 63xxx miles
Call 767-0765 after 5pm
1990 FORD Probe, red.
custom wheels, tinted windows. Pioneer CD player.
sharp. $2,500 or best offer Call 767-9571 after
4pm.
1996 CHEVROLET Corsica, 4dr, 4cyl, automatic
air,43xxx miles, $6,000
759-4044
1997 FORD Taurus GL
full power, V6, 4 0 engine
$11,250 753-4801

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop by and see our showroom
ace s...irvaumv MURRAY (Berund Bunny Bread)

Was
1982 CHEVROLET conversion van. new tires
new paint, front & rear ac.
good condition 753-2486
1984 FORD van. 6cyl. arc.
aft, pis, C/C $1,200
436-2700
1991 CHEVY van, 6cyl,
67xxx miles, very sharp
$7,000 474-0116
1994 PLYMOUTH Voyager, 1 owner, like new.
32,XXX miles 753-5233,
after 6pm

Auto Loans
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange imancing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available
for 1st time buyers, bad
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.

Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
U.S. Highway
45 South

247-9300
1-800-874-0256

1989 DODGE Caravan LE,
109xxx miles, $3800
753-5703

1979 LANDCRUISER FJ
40 soft top, wench, brush
guard. Good condition.
$6,500. 492-8774.

Mayfield
Kentucky

mb Brothers

Tree Service

MUST Sell! 1995 Ford
Windstar. fully loaded, excellent van. Will sell for
pay off. 753-0434.

Used Trucks

5.0.2-4,36-574411
2.-800-5413-5.245.2
LIcKNSED I INSURED Fnte &MINIUM
24 Hr Service
Hedy Trieruniei4
Tree Sprerrig
Tree a Sump
Rommel

Tree Tneitiimg
Clearuip Servpci
I- ell Lase of
Eqvupwiesa

1993 GMC Sierra p/u, extended cab, loaded, excellent condition, red/ white.
59.500. 474-8786
1994 CHEVY Silvered°
4X4, swb. 72,XXX miles.
Great condition. Need to
sell Call 753-5774 after
6pm.
1998 DODGE SLT Laramie, lwb, 318 magnum V8, auto TX, full power &
air. SRW, emerald green
with matchine ARE topper
&
bedliner,
chrome
wheels, RL Michelin tires
9,XXX miles. Like new.
Garage kept Taking bids.
759-3569.
1986 FORD Bronco XLT,
p/w, pit. alarm, a/c, very
good condition $4 500
753-6709

Campers
1987 JAYCO Designer
Series. 35ft. 5th wheel, excellent condition, located
at KY Lake in Missing Hills
Resort in New Concord
Includes decking, wooden
storage shed & paid lease
Price $16.000 Phone collect (941)923-3525
1988 35FT Venture camper, park model, 10X28
screened room. Located at
Lakeview
RV
Resort.
$15,000. 436-2371

15FT Phantom tri-Oull,
65hp Mercury. $1,150
Also 24ft Voyager pontoon
Evinrude.
boat, 60hp
$950. Call after 4pm. 4365494
1990 MODEL Chaparral
2350 SX Cuddy, 454 engine Excellent condition
753-2219 leave message
1992 STRATOS Fish-N Ski
17-9 length, 150
Johnson motor. 2 live
wells. 2 depth finders 2
new batteries
Garage
kept. Excellent condition.
$9.400 436-2834
1993 SEA-Doo wave runner GTX. 3 seater. $3,250.
753-4445
23FT Chris Craft with
cuddy and rear wing.
753-4509

530
Services Offered

Al Al A TREE SERVICE. APPLIANCE REPAIRS
stump removal tree spray
Factory trained by 3 major
mg. leaf raking, hedge trim
manufacturers. All work
ming landscaping mulch and parts warranted Ask
hauling & mulch spreading for Andy at The Appliance
gutter cleaning Licensed & Works, 753-2455
insured FuN lone of equip
APPLIANCE REPAIR
ment Free estimates Tim
Lamb
4 3 6 - 5 7 4 4 , All brands Kenmore 33,
years experience BOBBY
1400-548-5262.
HOPPER 436-5848
A REMODELING
PROJECT represents a
considerable financial investment Let the vantage
of a quarter century s
experience
help
RE-NU-IT!!! Consultation,
CAD free estimates
474-8451.
A.B.C. WHOLESALE
METAL ROOFING
SUPPLIES.
STOCKWELL
METAL
ROOFING. Now stocking
all your favorites Come
see our warehouse at 5
points or call at 753-6585.
AFFORDABLE all around
hauling junk clean-up,
cleaning out sheds tree
work 436 2867
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
foundations, slabs, sidewalks, driveways, buildings,
remodeling, repairs, AGC
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

BACKHOE SERVICE
Small jobs driveways, box
blade rotterolling. snow removal 753 0834 or
759-9835
BACKHOE SERVICE
ROY HILL Septic system
drive-ways, hauling, found
awns etc 436 2113
BASEMENTS & Homes
Sub & General contracting
Insulated concrete forms
(R32) StyroCrete builders
502-436-2007
or
502 436 5264
BOB'S PLUMBING SERV
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 753-1134,
492-8584
BUSHHOGG1NG
Gardens and lawns ro
tonlled Tractor with 5tt rototiller Also, haul gravel for
driveways and spread Jon
esy 437 4030
CARPET cleaned by Cert
Techs Murray Carpet &
Upholstery Cleaning
753-6300 anytime

CARPET Cleaning
Emergency Water RemovAPPLIANCE REPAIR
al Free Estimates SatisPROFESSIONAL fied References Call
DEPENDABLE. Lee's TODAY...
753-5827.
502-767-9552.

530

130
Services Offered

SerrICee Offered

530
Services Offered

j
By P

CARPORTS for cars arid
trucks Special sizes for
motor home boats R Vs
and etc Excellent protec
bon, high quality excellent
value Roy Hill 436 2113
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions garages decks.
remodeling vinyl siding
20yrs experience
753-5592
CONCRETE FINISHING
Sidewalks driveways. pa
tios Free estimates
435 4619
CRAWFORDS LAWN
SERVICE &
WATER GARDEN
INSTALLATION
Mowing, fertilizing, bed
mulching, lawn clean-up
Free estimates 753-1934
CUSTOM BUILT
Wooden decks, fencing
pole barns sheds, carports Also repair & rebuild
Excellent workmanship Affordable rates 753 7860
CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
DAVID'S Cleaning Services 'Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders,
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108

ELECTRICIAN
Ra R ELECTRIC
New construction rewiring
mobile home hookups
electrical maintenance and
repair Call anytime Murray, 762-0001. cells
519-1592

LAWN mowing kedSUnd
ble & satisfactory
759-4659
MIKE SMALL CONSTRUCTION
Free esti
mates Remodeling fenc
ing decking, roofing & elec
twat 489 2832

FENCING
Midway Fence Company
Chain link wood & vinyl at
reasonable prices
759-1519

MITCHELL Bros Paving
Oldest paving company in
Calloway Co For estimate
call 753 1537 492 6141

GARDEN tilling, bushhog
ging, small lobs driveways
graded with box blade Ger
aid Carroll 492-6159

MOODY'S
Mower Repair
Pick-up & delivery
753 5668
MULCH delivered Murray,
436-5560

GUTTERS: Quality seamless aluminum gutters Va
nety of colors. Free estimates. Licensed. Also providing gutter maintenance
& supplies Vinyl shutters
in a variety of colors. Call
West KY Seamless Gutters for all your gutter
needs. 753-0278.

PAINTING
Black's Decorating Center
of Murray. KY, Inc Resi
denbal, Commercial Free
Estimates Fully insured
Call (502)753-0839 be
tween 7 00 a m and 500
p m Call(502)759-8609 after 500 p m

HARDWOOD FLOOR
Installation and finishing
Custom design Affordable
rates 753-7860

PAINTING interior exter
lor
Free estimates
437-3879

TUCKERS
Lawn Care Service
Mowing, trimming, grass
catching & general lawn
care 502-7599609, leave
message
WALTERS Connecting
Free Estimates Guaran
teed Quality Work
Licensed & Insured Over
20 years experience Roofing additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling Call
753-2592
WILL RUN ERRANDS
Grocery shopping? Pick
up dry cleaning? Pay bills?
Give me a calif 753-2734
WOOD VCR
Repairing VCR's, Microwaves Free estimates Authorized dealer for 18 inch
Digital Satellite 8 Dish Net
work COMPLETE SYSTEM $89 Mon-Fri, 1-5:30
753-0530
550

LAMB Brothers Moving
Contractors cross country
or local Licensed & Insured
Luke Lamb
502-436-5950
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Let us clean your CarpetsUpholstery. Pet odor removal. Commercial or
Residential. Serving Murray for 26 years. Free estimates. 753-5827 Visa/MC.

Utlthy
Trailers

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

1996 AVENGER
1 6FT ENCLOSED
CARGO TRAILER Dual
axle, electric brakes, double doors on back, single
door on side root air vent
stone guard on front, white
excellent cond, $3000 firm
Call 474-8704 leave
message

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available
759-4690

WANT ADS
WORK

PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255
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Diabetes classes offered
The Purchase District Health Department will be offering a series of
diabetes education classes to provide individuals with diabetes and/
or family members with information about the disease.
The series will consist of three
classes covering such topics as
diabetes medications, self-monitoring of blood glucose, meal planning
and exercise. Keena Miller, RN,
BSN, and Jane DeVries, RD, LD,
will be presenting the classes.
The classes will be held at the
Calloway County Public Library on
the following dates:

•Tuesday, July 7 from 1 to 3:30
•Tuesday, July 14 from 1 to 3:30
p.m.
•Tuesday, July 21 from Ito 3:30
p.m.
Call the Calloway County Health
Center at (502) 753-3381 to register. There will be no charge for the
clacces.

Participants are encouraged to
attend all three class sessions and
early registration is encouraged as
class size will be limited. A waiting
list will be kept for future classes.

WEL
ON
OffC
TO

HOROSCOPES

1981 CHEVY Luv pickup.
good work truck, S500 or
best or offer Must sale
Call 759-2083
1988 FORD box van, diesel engine. 12ft box, a/c,
new paint. Good condition.
753-2486.

I

I Motors

Used Oars

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

Septic System
Installation
Custom Backhoe
Work
Phone:

(502) 437-4545

Joe's Painting Service
Residential - Commercial
Painting of All Types
Pressure Washing • Sand Blasting
All Work Guaranteed
Free Estimates

9014474244

Smotherman's
ciCtir Excavating
Bulldozer & Backhoe Work
Good Top Soil, Sand & Gravel
Septic Systems - Free Estimates
Tony Patrick
759-2251
(cell) 559-0561

Charles Smotherman
436-5828

Shop Phono • 436-5869

• Driveways
'Pool Decks
• Sidewalks

• Imprinted
• Colontd
Traditional
'Patios
• Stained
Beauty That Lasts, A Price You Can Afford

CREATIVE CONCRETE
Nick Craig
Owner

Murray, KY

767-0728

Free
EstIrnatos

Many Styli's and Colors Avallablol
DriVedlayS • Panting

Lots • Subdivisions

KT. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 474-2'779

Kenney Travis, Owner
Phone (502) 759-1039
Cellular 559-8434

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
June 23, 1998:
Make the most out of the extraordinary opportunities that tumble into
your life this year. Your imagination, creativity and ability to energize others remain extremely high.
Opt for travel, more education and
any other eye-opening, intellectually broadening experiences. Allow
people who are different into your
life. Ifyou are single,romance grows.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Opportunity strikes, if you
are willing to go with what seems
like an odd conversation. Check out
hunches right now.Verification helps
anchor a money matter. Emphasize
home,security and greater freedom.
New beginnings are possible. Tonight: Happy at home.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Handle money matters early
on. You feel as if someone has too
many ideas for spendingyour money.
Decline gracefully. Listen carefully
to your intuition;it will lead to greater
stability. Schedule a meeting for
later. It could go on for a while.
Tonight: Go to a favorite spot.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Little can stop you,but you
need to consider all options before
making a career decision. There are
many potential paths you can take.
Listen to instincts. You can obtain
your goal because of your solid sense
of direction. Financial matters ease
up slightly. Tonight: Go shopping.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Take a back seat for the
earlier part ofthe day. What goes on
is informative, especially concerning a boss. You can make a powerful
decision that allows a new beginning. Be willing to put yourself on
the line. Others need to listen to
what you have to say. Tonight: Personality-plus.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Gather with friends, and
celebrate. Your vision of the future
might be substantially changed. Listen more carefully to someone who
generally has your financial wellbeing in mind. Together, you devise
many different earning possibilities.
Tonight: Make it a personal night.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Be prepared to take responsibility. An important associate
comes through, offering the kind of
support you need. A restriction helps
you in the long run. Pull back and
evaluate. Today's decisions could
stick. You are heading for success.
Tonight: Do exactly what you want.
LIBP.A (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
**** Take a risk, and reach out to
someone dear. A boss, who has far
more authority than you, makes a

decision. You find an associate nothing less than chintzy. New beginnings occur professionally. Read be- Dr. Linda Gardner, chair of the department of family and consumer studies at
tween the lines, then follow through Murray State University, presents Milton Stokes of Hazel the Outstanding
Student In Family and Consumer Studies Award at the university's annual
with action. Tonight: Work late.
Honors Day program. He Is the son of Sharon Ann Stokes. A junior, he Is
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
***** Opt to continue working majoring In dietetics.
with someone. On some level, you
might want to do your own thing;
=
Nzevray
however, that will not work right
now. A co-worker might be resistant Vti
to change. Coax him. Make longdistance calls; reach out for others.
When You Need It
Caring abounds. Tonight: A new
All Work
mental adventure.
.10 Minute Oil Change
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Guaranteed
occePt.
lirter
Most Major Brands
***** Others put a lot on your
•trsItI
plate. Claim your power,take action
I
tre,1*
•Brake Service
39 Years
and make what you want happen.
Experience
Creative potential seems thwarted,
.Transmission Service
Specializing in:
but a partner helps out. New begin'Cooling System Flush
• Unibody Collision
nings in a relationship are possible.
Repair
Financial security remains key. To• Frame Racks for
Locally Owned
night: Up for a close encounter?
Adequate Service
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
& Operated
• Advanced Paint
**** Dig your heels in, and get
Mixing System
work done. A family member can be
507 S. 12th
103
N. 7th SL • Murray
Five Points
difficult, as you see and already
'Nut te Log Cater reetaatep
,ormis rpm FlopiLamilk Paierial
know.There is no changing this per759-2265 759-1529
son. A caring relationship could develop into more, if you want. MeetWe Honor
ings attended could be significant.
Tonight: Welcome a new suggestion.
Competitors Coupons
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
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AAJB

emig,

DO
t1/1
TO\
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Hopkins Auto
Body Repair

***** Your imagination and innovative ideas come to the rescue in

many a difficult . ituation. Again,
someone calls for your assistance.
Be careful about how much you give
away. Remain realistic about your
work. A project contains the seeds of
a new beginning. Tonight: Extra
hours at work.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Don't let a demanding family
member distract you.Open up talks,
and come to new understandings. It
is easier to put the kibosh on a risk,
but not now. If single, an encounter
could lead to a lot more. Laughter
spices up current relationships. Tonight: Put on your dancing shoes.

You Worry
Enough
About Your
Business.
Let Your
Grange
Agent Worry
About Your
Insurance.

Professional Lubrication for
your car, truck, motor home.

753-9892

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
Great Price!
Open
Mon -Fn, 7-5,

Great Selection!

Great Tires!

FREE COMPUTER BALANCING
90 Days Same As Cash

1
CO

(With approved melt)

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd • Murray .753-1111
Owner Osersid Boyd

•1==•11.

I realize that, as an independent business owner, you
have to worry about all sorts of things: inventory, cash flow,
overhead - not to mention whether or not you're carrying the
right amount of insurance. So I'm always ready to provide you
with the coverage and personal service you need to safeguard
your business against the unexpected
David R. King
Call me today to learn more about
Grange Business Insurance. Because you've already
got enough to worry about
3?)tir partner in protrrtio-

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901

Sycamore, Murray

753-8355
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DR. GOTT

YksA.
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
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DEAR ABBY

normal Two years ago. I had a repeat

DEAR DR. GOTT I am a 52-yearold male who has been diagnosed with
vasovagal syncope. 1 sometimes pass
out when I laugh or cough. None of
my doctors seem to know how to treat
this. Any suggestions?
DEAR READER: The vagus nerves,
which lie on either side of the neck,
regulate the pulse When the nerves
are stimulated, the heart rate drops.
Ordinarily, this is not a problem for
most people. However, some patients
have very sensitive vagus nerves
When the nerves are stimulated by
coughing, sneezing, laughing or
straining, the heart rate falls. This
can lead -to iLprofoundly slow pulse.
even heart stoppage, that causes a
person to faint.
The condition is difficult to treat,
because it often occurs in unpredictable attacks.
Cardiologists usually reconunend
the following:
— Be sure to maintain hydration.
Dehydration will worsen the problem,
so an adequate fluid intake is essential.
-- When you feel lightheaded, get
your head down. If necessary, lie flat.
The vasovagal response usually lasts
no longer than a few seconds. You can
prevent fainting by positioning your
head at the same level as (or lower
than) your heart.
If the slow pulse continues to
plague you. a pacemaker may be necessary.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Ten years ago. I
had a routine chest X-ray that was
reported to show emphysema I was
not a smoker. My doctor ordered pulmonary function tests, which were

tilm that was again interpreted as
emphysema Why does this happen"
Are the radiologists wrong'
DEAR READER. Apparently. they are
In its early forms, emphysema is
difficult to diagnose on chest X-ray
exams. Some radiologists overread
the films if they see evidence that the
diaphragm muscles are flat and the
overexpanded
appear
lungs
Remember, these doctors are looking
at shadows. and shadows can be misinterpreted
If you have no history of respiratory
symptoms, exposure to industrial pollutants, cigarette smoke, asthma and
so forth, you can safely ignore the Xray readings. Before doing so, however. make certain that your family doctor agrees with my position.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Living with Chronic Lung
Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.

If you are what
you eat,why not
cut back on fat?

# 098 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

Act
American Heart
Association...r
FcAting HIS Owasso
end Stroke

www.amhrt.org

DAILY COMICS
BLONDIE

OH ,
... 4E5,
MANY
TRAVEL
PLANS..

THi1•165 DEVELOP
WITH 40U, I HAVE A
LOVEL4 RESORT IN MIND
FOR LATE AUGUST...

surriMERTi

DEAR SNAPPING: I've got
the picture, and I'm pleased to
share it with my readers. Now
let's see what develops.
***

Here is my suggestion: For anyone who has that friend who is
always giving you pictures, how East declarer.
about giving them some film? Don't Neither side vulnerable.
say that you don't know what kind
NORTH
to buy; any camera shop can tell
•Q 1093
you what would be standard. What
A3
a nice treat to give to the person
•J 7 6 5 4 2
who so generously treated you
4K
many times.
EAST
WEST
42
4J 8 4
•K J 6
V 10 98 7 5 2
•K 3
• 10 9
48 6 5 3
4AJ 942
SOUTH
4AK765
✓ Q4
•A Q 8
46Q 10 7
The bidding:
South West North
East
44
2+
14
Pass
Opening lead — four of spades.

IV WE FALL WWI IN LOVE
BEFORE THAT, I HAVE CLIPPIN&S ON ROMANTIC GETAWA45... BROCHURES ON)
CRUISES... AND THE PERFECT
OSP/ SUMMER FROCK TD
WEAR ON OUR MOONLIT
WALK 84 THE SEA...

WHERE
ARE
400
GOING?

South West North
East
2•
Pass
14
Pass
44
3
24
2V
54
Pass
4 NT
Pass
6
Pass
5
Pass
It was a rather poor slam for
the Italians to reach, but Providence was on their side (in bridge
circles in those days it was often
said that God must be an Italian)
and Garozzo scored 980 points for
making the slam.
When the same hand was
played by South Africa and Germany,the South African pair also
got to six spades and West, who
had been silent during the bidding,
made the extraordinary opening
lead of the nine of diamonds.(It is
customary to lead the higher card
ofa suit when holding a doubleton.)
It is very hard to blame declarer
This deal occurred in the 1972 for reading the opening lead as a
World Bridge Olympiad and illus- singleton. He covered the nine with
trates how different minds can run the jack and won East's king with
in different directions at different the ace.(South naturally assumed
that East had the K-10-3, in which
tables.
In the Sweden-Italy match,the case the only way to stop East from
Swedish North-South pair got to making a diamond trick was to cover
four spades on the bidding shown. the nine with the jack.)
HARD TO
After cashing the A-K-Q of
Declarer made six for 480 points
BOOK.'NE FLIUHT
when he luckily found East with trumps,the South African declarer
WHEN 4011'RE
the K-x of diamonds and so lost led a diamond from dummy and,
TRAVELING ON
when East produced the three,cononly a club trick.
FREQUEAT
When Italy's Pietro Forquet and fidently finessed the eight. Alas,
DELUSION MILES.
Benito Garozzo held the North- West showed up with the ten and
South hands,they got to six spades then cashed the ace ofclubs to put
the contract down one.
after a forcing club opening:
Tomorrow:'A trap for the unwary.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
OKAY, POUR
AWAY

material
35 Football pos
36 Small stove
37 Barter
39 Nose
inflammation
42 Two words of
agreement
43 Borders
44 — vera
46 Singer
Payne
48 Bring forward
for display
(2 wds )
51 Long period
of time
52 Trick or —
54 Colorado
Indian
55 Little
56 Gains
(interest) as
profit
57 — Francisco

1 Conceit
4 Scrutinizes
9 Can. prov.
12 Mauna —
13 Oscar winner
for "Two
Women"
14 Actress
Thurman
15 Takes
soundings
17 Make
suitable
19 Unable to
speak
20 Pieces out
21 Large dagger
23 Divides into
branches
27 Plague
29 Food
program
30 Symbol for
xenon
31 Be sick
32 Adds
seasoning
34 Racket string

Answer to Previous Puzzle
RKOMEEISCALP
B ISSET
ENDURE
I T
CRUEL
ACES
S EE
IDOL
GREENER
EFG
AWAY
SCAT
AU
G ODOWN
KNOTTY
AJ
TBAR
MASS
ROM
ASUNDER
0N
TEAR
ELL
U GLY
ADIOS
E I
P I LEUSIIALIENS
•BYTHE
DLEBSA
6-22 © 1998 United Feature Syndicate

3 Hot cereal
4 — machine
(gambling)
5 Ending with
new
6 Letters of the
alphabet

DOWN
1 Sprite
2 Gazelle

10
12-

21

,1

20
3

2

PEANUTS

1

22

24
30

r
1

/0 L1

rd

17

16
19

.
31

40

CE

5

lion

52

7 — plus ultra
8 Most winding
9 Seeming
10 Ref's
counterpar1
11 Devour
16 Tints
18 Clever
20 Send forth
21 Beatle Ringo

1

13

15

111

41
!

----1

been selected as Calloway
County Dairy Princess.
Rosetta Robertson of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls was installed
as Grand Worthy Associate Adviser of the Grand Assembly of
the Kentucky International Order
of Rainbow for Girls at the assembly at Louisville.
Forty years ago
A program was held June 19 at
the Murray State College football
stadium in regard to Calloway
County becoming a Brucellosis
Free County. Calloway is the
fifth county in the state to
achieve this goal. Principal
speaker was Ben Butler, Kentucky commissioner of
agriculture.
Murray American Legion
Baseball Team beat Hickman 19
to 7 in a game at Hickman. Steve
Williams was the winning
pitcher. Lubie Veal is coach.
Fifty years ago
John W. Whitnell, John W.
Clopton and Bunnie Farris were
elected as tax supervisors for the
city of Murray by the Murray
City Council.
Dr. Ella Weihing, dean of women at Murray State College, has
been elected president of the
Kentucky Division of the American Association of University
Women.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Grayson
McClure, June 13; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Buckner, June
15; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Adams, June 17.

TODAY IN HISTORY

BRIDGE

Famous Hand

CATHY
r00 40U
HAVE
TRAVEL
PLANS
THIS

Ten years ago
A feature story about Martha
Guier who is retiring after 42
years of service with Murray
State University is published. She
will retire June 30 from her present position as director of
Wiather West Kentucky Museum.
John Hina, principal of Murray
Middle School, spoke at a meeting of the Murray Lions Club.
Mr. and Mrs. B.K. Farris will
be married for 50 years June 26.
Births reported include a boy
to Rhonda and Michael Kirk,
June 16.
Twenty years ago
Barbara White and Robbie Blalock are pictured accepting a
plaque that recognizes contributions their late husbands, Otley
White and Paul Blalock, made to
dairying in Calloway County by
the Calloway County Dairy Association at its annual banquet.
The home and most of the belongings of the Jimmy McLeod
family near Dexter were destroyed by fire on June 21.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Bentley, June
7; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dayton
Lasater, June 9; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Owen Schroader,
June 10.
Thirty years ago
The Murray State University
Board of Regents on June 20
unanimously approved a plan to
eliminate grades 7 through 12 at
the University School for the year
1970.
Judy Kelso, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Glenn S. Kelso, has

DEAR ABBY: In response to
"Mom in Denver," who asked what
great moms do that make them
great: My mother was a great mom,
but I never realized it until after I
graduated from college.
She always had dinner on the
table, cleaned up after me and, of
course, bought me most of the
things I wanted that seemed reasonable. But what I remember most
DEAR CONCERNED: No, is that she was always there for me.
that behavior is not OK. This I was an athlete - gymnastics,
boy and girl should have been track, cross country - in high
separated years ago, around school. I could always count on her
the time they began showing being there. She'd drive five hours
an interest in each other's geni- to watch a 15-minute race, then
tals. According to my experts, turn around and drive home. That
the kinds of activities you is what I really remember.
I realize now that knowing my
described are too sexually
stimulating for children their mom would always be there for me
age. Where is their mother's unconditionally made me secure
and self-confident in a way that has
common sense?
carried over to my adult life.
*5*
MELISSA
DEAR ABBY: With all groups of
friends, there is always the one
unofficial photographer - the person who never forgets to bring a
camera and take pictures of all
events. I am that person in our
group of friends.
I love to take pictures and realize
the importance of recording special
times. Of course, everyone wants
copies of these pictures. I usually
make copies and give them to my
friends. However, it costs me money
to buy the film and batteries for my
camera, and to develop the film and
order extra copies. It would be very
CONTRACT
awkward to ask friends to pay for
these pictures.

udles at
tandIng
annual
g, he Is

1

LOOKING BACK

Abby, many "photographers" will
thank you for printing this.
SNAPPING AWAY IN GREER,S.C.

DEAR ABBY: I have a close
friend who has a boy, 11, and a girl,
81 /2. They sleep together even
though each has his or her own bedroom. They bathe and play in the
tub together unsupervised with the
door shut.
When one has to use the bathroom, many times the other one will
run to use it, too.
I have been told that the boy
puts his hands between the girl's
legs when they play and wrestle and at other times.
It appears that all of this could
go on for years. Is this behavior
OK? Please don't tell me to talk to
their mother. She doesn't take
advice well.
CONCERNED
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22 W-hinny
24 A Stevenson
25 Ooze
26 Sailing vessel
28 Calculation
33 Pismires
34 Vaporous
36 Ms Bagnold
38 Disturbance
40 "Goodnightgirl
41 Type of wrap
45 Adjoining
properties on
a movie
studio
46 — and far
between
47 Caviar
48 Ending with
bet
49 Ms Hagen
50 Decimal base
53 Sun god

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, June 22, the
173rd day of 1998. There are 192
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 22, 1945, the World
War II battle for Okinawa officially ended; 12,520 Americans
and 110,000 Japanese were killed
in the 81-day campaign.
On this date:
In 1611, English explorer
Henry Hudson, his son and several other people were set adrift
in present-day Hudson Bay by
mutineers.
In 1815, Napoleon Bonaparte
abdicated a second time.
In 1868, Arkansas was readmitted to the Union.
In 1870, Congress created the
Department of Justice.
In 1938, heavyweight boxing
champion Joe Louis knocked out
Max Schmeling in the first round
of their rematch at Yankee
Stadium.
In 1970, President Nixon
signed a measure lowering the
voting age to 18.
Five years ago: Former first
lady Pat Nixon died in Park
Ridge, N.J., at age 81. University
of California-San Francisco
geneticist Dr. Charles Epstein
was injured by a bomb later
blamed on confessed Unabombcr
Theodore Kaczynski.
One year ago: World leaders
concluded a historic summit in
Denver with Russia's full participation for the first time. Dr.
Nancy W. Dickey was named the
first female president of the
American Medical Association.
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Horses to be offered for adoption
, On July 11-12 approximately 125
horses, all healthy, trainable and
recently rounded up from fragile
western rangelands, will be offered
for adoption at the Fbckerwood
Arena in Jackson, Mo.
The adoption event is sponsored
by the Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management. Since
the Adopt-A-Wild Horse & Burro
Program began in 1973, over
been
170,000 animals have
ado.
Theevent will implement a recent Federal rule change that authorizes BLM to conduct competi)
ik.1
7, 1

24 Hour
Service
When your

uve bid adopuons. Only approved
applicants will be eligible to participate in the bidding. The minimum
bid is $125 per animal ($250 for
mare/foal pairs).
Before being transported to satellite adoption centers in the West,all
animals are vaccinated, blood tested
and dewormed. Each animal is
inspected by a qualified veterinarian and given a clean bill of health
before being shipped.
To qualify to adopt up to four
animals, applicants must have
sturdy corrals at least6-feet high for
horses, shelter, transportation and
the means of caring for the animals.
The adoption fee is payable in
cash or money order at the time of
the adoption. The fee helps defray
the Federal Government's cost of

roundup, veterinary care, transportation and administrative expenses.
After an animal has been adopted.
BLM personnel will halter and load
the animal for the adopter.
The horses will arrive July 10,
with viewing hours from 1 to 5 p.m.
The scheduled hours for the horse
adoption will be from 7 a.m. to 5
p.m. Saturday, and if any remain,
Sunday from 8 a.m, until noon.
For applications and more information about this event, contact the
Bureau of Land Management, P.O.
Box 631, Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
53201-0631, or call toll free 1-800293-1781, 414-297-4443 or FAX
414-297-4442.
Applications need to be reviewed
and screened by our office before
July 3.

•

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Toyota of Murray

PARTS & SERVICE DEPARTMENTS

for

Annual Inventory

will be closed for

Friday, June 26th at Noon
Parts & Service Department will re-open
Monday, June 29 at 7:00 a.m.

TOWING

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet
Toyota of Murray

297 S. 7th St. • Marra

753-9132

Hwy. 641 South • Murray • 753-2617

TOBACCO
INSURANCE

ipurrav
filer*
Salon & Spa
• Massage
• Body Shampoo
• VIP Suites
• Video Viewers
• Hot Lotion
• Harmonic Stress Relief

Tony Boyd

Western Kentucky

Be Pampered By The Best
Call today for an appdntment

N.

Pictured are children who participated in the National Scouting Museum
Summer Youth Workshops. Melanie Hart and Justin Rouse were coordinators.

The National Scouting Museum
recently held its first week of Summer Youth Workshops.
The children who stayed in the
morning enjoyed the Jr. Nature
Quest activities, while those who
were present for the full day or the
afternoon session, participated in
the Fun in the Sun activities.
Some activities enjoyed by the
campers were a compass orientation
class, a scavenger hunt, a trip to the
swimming pool and a tour of the
National Scouting Museum and the
Gateway Challenge Course.
Melanie Hart and Justin Rouse
worked together to make the week a
fun learning experience for the kids.
"I really enjoyed getting to meet
the kids. 1 look forward to doing it

again," Rouse said. "I actually kind
of miss them," he noted about the
workshops.
There are more workshops scheduled throughout the summer. They
are the Jr. Science Sampler from
July 6-10, and the Science Sampler
July 13-17.
All the workshops are designed to
give the children a positive learning
experience that they can get excited
about.
To register for a workshop come
by the museum, located on Murray
State University's campus, or call
762-3383 before June 29. The museum is open from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Tuesday through Saturday,
and 12:30 to 4:30 p.m. Sunday.

Drinking and boating kills more
people during the 4th of July
weekend than during any other
weekend of the year, according to
BOAT/U.S.(Boat Owners Association of The United States), the
nation's largest organization of recreational boaters.
There could be as many as 60
deaths on the nation's waterways
over the Fourth of July weekend and
alcohol could be a factor in up to

half. "Drinking while boating isjust
as dangerous as drinking and driving — maybe even more so — due
to a combination of boating stress
factors such as prolonged exposure
to sun, wind, noise, vibration and
boat motion on the water," said
BOAT/U.S. President Richard
Schwartz.
Known as "boater's fatigue" this
condition slows reaction time almost as much as if a boater were

759-9555

Insurance Agency

Hours 9 a.m.-11 p.m.
30.1 Maple St • Downtown • P.innay

302 N. 12th • 753-5842

Michele Westerfeld of Murray recently earned the Doctor of Veterinary
Medicine degree from Auburn University's College of Veterinary Medicine.

Drinking, boating can be deadly

0.Ito COS

Call For A Quote!

Betsy Character of Murray recently
earned the Doctor of Veterinary
Medicine degree from Auburn University's College of Veterinary Medicine.

Museum hosts workshop

car's not
going call us

TOWING!

Pit"

EJ

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing In Dean and General Tires
•

Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat, 8-12
Owner, Ronnie Melvin

401 N. 4th
Street

762-0000

legally drunk. Just one drink added
to these stress factors is enough to
impair a boat operator's judgment.
Boating while intoxicated (BWI)
is not only dangerous — it's illegal.
The U.S. Coast Guard enforces
federal law, which sets a blood
alcohol concentration (BAC) standard of.10 percent as legal intoxication.
A boat operator with a BAC
above .10 is ten times more likely to
be killed in a boating accident than a
boater with zero BAC. Violaters
face a civil penalty of up to $1,000
or a criminal fine up to $5,000 and a
year in jail.
All 50 states and the District of
Columbia also have BWI laws.
Seventeen states have BWI laws
tougher than the federal law, with
BAC's set at .08. Breathalyzers are
now used widely to test boaters
suspected of BWI and in some
states, a conviction can also result in
the loss of a driver's license.

10 WEEK AMATEUR CONTEST
$300 In Cash Prizes & $1,000 In Grand Prizes
Wednesday Nights 10 p.m.

B.Y.•. .
til 12 a.m.

World Class
gtlen's atted

Ways To Build SellnEsteem In
vont Child Through Martial Arir

7,000 sq. ft.40 ft. Stage20 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class
Sound and Light
System

• Food • Pool
• Darts
21 and up
Hwy. 641 South, Puryear, TN

(901)247-3965

I V

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-1:30 a.m.

Self esteem is the way we feel and think about ourselves. Webster's
dictionary defines it as
"a confidence and satisfaction in oneself...belief.
in oneself [and] sett respect." Self-esteem
affects everything we do in our lives. Healthy self esteem promotes a
positive "Yes I Can"
attitude, as opposed to a defeatist attitude of "No I Can't" Nowhere is
this concept more
important than in the life of a young child.

Self - Esteem rThncitc.tist
a Does your child have a sense of security, coming from
well defined and fairly enforced
limits, and a loving environment?
a Does your child have a sense of being unique,
talented, and of having potential in a
certain area?
Does your child have a sense of belonging (to the family, church,
school, or group)?
CI Does your child have a sense of focus and purpose?
GI Does your child know the power of responsibility, goal setting and achievement?
Does your child respect others and himself?
Does your child have the independence and confidence necessary
to make
achievements on his own2
Does your child know that you are there to support him when he
needs you?
Does your child know it's OK to fail, as long as he knows he
did his best?

Call Today!
visses .0x04

Don't Wait!
Don't Delay!
Get the Cash
you need
TODAY!

SAV-E

An

Additional
by brin 25%
ging
business card.in a receipt,
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from
a

cobrochurempetitor.

SAVE
25%
When You Brmg
This Ad In

No predetermined limit!
We will give you cash for your
personal check and hold until
next payday. Social Security
customers are welcome.

753-1020
1413-Olive Blvd. • Murray
Unleash

Your Potential

Located in the Olympic Plaza
Discounts Apply To First Time New Customers

Only

